Editor's Note
he first three arijcles in this
volume address the complex and changing relationship between school
and the workplace. David Annis
considers the relatio~~ship
between
work, happiness, and self-identity,
arguing that educators should not
participate in imposing the idea that
"work" is the primary source of
adult personal identity. We should
not engage in suppressing the diversity of values with respect to work.
He recommends that work be
taught as a value whch may have a
high priority for many but not all
people. George S. Germain extends
tlus argument through his analysis
of the ideological use of "work as a
universal value to mask the gender
and class-based economic conditions under which most people act
as workers. Adult educators must
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strive to wrest definitional authority
from the "rightistsHby developing
political economic analyses which
can challenge the racist and sexist
assumptions behnd most school/
work discussions today. Susan
Timm agrees that adult education
has historically takrn the mspansibility of preparing adults to function
in the workforce. AduIt educators
and business education professionals have much in common. Under
changmg economic conditions, she
argues, these two goups must cegotiate a common underlying rationale that will support quality
worker's education.
The final three articles focus on
moral dilrnuuas and issues faced by
educators today. Denise Daniels, et
al, examine the need for values education in the preparation of preservice teachers. Kim Kemper shares her
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own moral journey from extreme
victimhood to moral autonomy.
Teacher stories like hers, shared
with other colleagues, can become
rich resources which connect with
the moral struggles of all oppressed
peoples. Gretchen Klee's essay on
the cognitive and moral consequences of lovelessness shows how
teachers might use narratives to
bridge fundamental gaps in student
experience. Stories can be used to
help students distinguish among
the expectations and claims made
by potential friends or romantic
partners. Klee's argument is that
moral responsibility can only kw
learned in connectiu~>through loving relationships. 111 contrast, Kemper appeals bevnnd relationshp to
a preverbal, inborn, moral sense.
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Work Hap'ness, and Sezf-Idemtity: Some
Philosophical Themes
by David B. Annis
David B . Annis is Professov and Chairperson of the Department of
Philosophy at Ball State University. His research interests include the
teaching ofvalues and ethics.

w

hat role does work
play in our happiness,
our self-identity, and
Iiving a meaningful
life? I first want to paint a picture of
the role of work in our lives, a picture taken from much of the research literature on the nature of
work. After the picture is painted,
I'II ask whether the canvas is rich
enough to reflect the real world of
work.

Part I: A Picture of
Work
1. Happiness and Work
Happiness requires that one be
satisfied with those aspects of one's
life whch one views as important.
The person must believe that his or
her most important wants are being
satisfied, and not wish his or her life
to be substantially different (Brandt,
1967; Kekes, 1992).
Philosophers have debated
whether happiness is purely subjective, merely a state of feeling good
or happy, or whether it is more objective, requiring that one live a rich
and rewarding life. The answer
seems to be that happiness isn't
purely a subjective matter. For example, if there were a happiness
machme which could make us feel
happy, it is not clear most people
would want to plug into the ma2

chine, especially if we had to do it
for life or long periods of time.The
point is we care about a lot more in
life than simply how we feel. We
want to achieve certain things, not
merely to feel a certain way, and we
want to k certain kinds of people.
Doing and being are more than feeling a certain way, and so happiness
isn't simply a matter of feeling good
(Nozick, 1989).
According to h s t o t l e , happiness is living well, and this involves
fulfilling ourselves as human beings.What makes us excel as human
beings is our intellectual and moral
virtues. These are unique to us, Aristotle claims. Happiness then is objective for h s t o t l e . It is a question
of whether the person measures up
to artexternd standard for excelling
as a human k i n g (Aristotle, 1962).
Our contemporary concept of
happiness is less objective than
Aristotle's (Kraut, 1979). Happiness
involves living a fulfilling life, but
human fulfillment is not so narrow
as Aristotle suggests. There are lots
of ends or goals which we can select
and have a fulfilling life. But there
still are some objective constraints
on the diverse ends we may select in
order to live a fulfillinglife. A happy
life is tied to a good, rich, rewarding
life, a worthwhile life. Some Lives we
pity and would not recommend. For
example, even if a drug addict felt
happy and wanted nothing more
than to be "stoned all the time, we
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woddn't call this a happy life. It is
more of a tragedy. In short, happiness isn't mereIy feeling good, a
purely internal perspective. It involves living a fulfilling life, achieving significant ends, and not just any
ends will do.
That happiness isn't purely subjective can be seen from what makes
life meaningful. A number of researchers have suggested that life
becomes meaningful, significant,
worthwhile when one transcends
the narrows limits of self-absorption. Robert Bellah and his ctjlleagues in Habits of tlr Heart warn
against turning inward to find
meaning (Bellah,1985).Ft~usingon
one's own needs and desires to find
meaning frequently "ends in emptiness." Instead what gives life meaning includes developing and exercising valuable capacities and skills,
adding value to the world (helping
others, advancing justice, pursuing
truth, etc.), and C O M E C ~ to
~ ~oth~
ers- family, friends, and cornrnunity. By transcending the narrow
lunits of ourselves, we live worthwhile lives and often find happiness.
Now what is the relationship
between work and happiness? Researchers have found that a variety
of factors play a role in happiness.
But having an unfulfilling job or being unemployed are great sources of
unhappiness. A number of studies
indicate that workers across a large
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variety of blue-collar and white- collar occupations characterize their
jobs as exhausting. boring, unimportant, and psychologicdl y diminishing (Work, 1980). Since happiness and a meaningful life require
goals- developing
worthwhile
one's skills, adding value to the
world, and connecting to others, it is
clear why work can play such an
imprtant role in pn~ducingsatisfaction or unhappit~ess.
Even though studies reveal
great worker dissatisfaction, other
studies indicate that we would continue to work even if we didn't have
to (e.g., we won the lottery). One
explanation is that we have a deeper
n t ~ dto work besides merely making a living. Work is more essentialIy tied to us as persons.

2. Work and Self-Identity
Many have suggested that work
plays a crucial role in who we are,
that is, in our self-identity.One leading theory of self-identity, the intersubjective theory, holds that a person's identity, who the person is, is
constituted by a variety of factors
including traits t ~ character,
f
belieis,
values, one's commitments, relationshps with others, as well as the
roles one occupies (Rorty and
Wong, 1990). These factors make a
systematic diffvrence to the course
of a person's life, to how the person
feels, thinks, acts, and is. This sense
of identity is what we aim at when
we seek srv-understanding- what
motivates us, what our character
and personality traits are, what we
really helirve in. When a person suff ~ r sat1 "identity crisis," he or she
Lwcr>mes confused and uncertain
about who he or she is, what the
person stands for, how to act, and
when we "find" ourselves we gain
clarity about these things (Wong,

1988).
Lf this is an accurate depiction of
self-identity, then we can see why
work is so important to our identity.
We are known by others, and we
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define ourselves primarily by the
projects we devise, by the products
we create, and by the occupations
which represent these productive
pursuits. "Labor is the axis of human self-making" (Gini and Sutlivan, 1987, p. 652).
The self is in art constituted by
our relations to others. If we exyerience the death of a spouse, parent,
or loved one, this can be a "shattering" experience. We become disoriented, lose direction in our lives, feel
empty, as if we can't go on. The
same is true of our work. Being laidoff also can bt. a shattering experience, causing considerable disorientation. While work may have been a
curse in the Bible imposed by God
for our evil ways, the modem-day
curse is to be without work.

some evidence wluch indicates that
uninteresting work harms our general ability for autonomous thinking. "When persons work for considerable Iengths of time at jobs that
involve manly mechanical activity,
they tend to be made less capable of
and less interested in rationally
framing. pursuing, and adjusting
their own plans during the rest of
their time. They are thereby caused
to lead less autonomous lives on the
whole" (Schwartz, 1982, p. 637).
Since autonomy is so basic to being
a person, it seems that uninteresting
work strikes at the heart oi who we
are.
Meaningful work provides a
sense of purposeness, a wnse oC development or persona1 progress
(Cederblom and Dougherty, 1990).
We develop skills and understanding achieve long-term goals
3. Work and
and not just for the organization for
Self-Fulfillment
whch we work. We take a position
Besides being tied to our idenwith n university, develop skills and
tity, work is connected in various
knowledge in our specialty area,
ways to self-fulfillment. According
make contributions to the field, get
to ancient Greek myth, Sisyphus k- recogruzed and promoted, help detrayed the secrets of the gods to us
velop the department, mentor junmortals. The gods thus inflicted the
ior faculty, etc.
greatest punishment they could on
There is alsu a strong social asSisyphus. He had to roIl a huge
pect to work. By work we secure a
stone up ahill only to see it fall back,
place in the community. Cornrnuand he had to repeat this for eternatarian social theorists stress the
nity. Futile, hopeless labr~rwas the
importance of co~nniunityfor hnvgreatest punishment.
ing a meaningful life (Sandel, 1982).
We want work which is imporWe find meaning witlii~i culture, a
tant, makes difference, and we want
set of traditions. Success is a comwork wluch invcilves skills we have
munity defined value. To be sucof which we ran be proud, which are
cessful we need to fulfill certain sorelated to who we are as a person
cial expectations and earn the recog(creative, persistent, a problemnition of others (Solomon, 1992).
solver, etc.). Because the work inWork provides us with a sense of
volves traits which are central to us,
contributing to society, and a feeling
we can identify with the work and
of connectedness with others. Our
not be alienated as Marx so rightly
jobs can provide a wtting where we
noted. The work in a sense affirms
are aware of k i n g part of a social
who we are.
structure and con~tnunityof people
Studies on mental health sugwho together pursue some shared
gest that interesting work is a regood (Martin,1995).
quirement of adult life (Kohn and
A work ethic is part of our social
Schooler, 1978). Low-grade, uninmorality. Being lazy (a disinclinateresting work wrns to cause lowtion to work), indolent (a habitual
ered self-esteem. But there is also
love of ease) or slothful (one who
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tends to be inactive when activity is
expected) are tern= of moral condemnation. As a matter fact our vocabulary for condemning those who
don't work is quite extensive the
idler, laggard, w a n t , do-nothing.
lubhr, sluggard, loafer, drone,
bum, slacker, and the list goes on.
The underlying problem with laziness, ~dleness,indolence is that tlte
person doesn't care about, is indifferent to things, people, incIuding
oneself, and doing something useful
in the world (Lyman, 1989). It is not

-

committing oneself to worthwhle
goals, not investing oneself in anything. But if happiness and a meaningful life are found in activity of
achieving worthwhde ends, and if
we define ourselvesby our commitments, then the idler withdraws
from society, fails to define who he
or she is and so withdraws as a pcrw n , and is left with an empty existenc-e.

Part II: An

Exaggerated Canvas
How realistic is the picture of
work sketched above? I want to suggest that the world of work is or
should be much more diverse than
depicted.
I will focus on paid work, the
h d of work through which we
earn our living, and ask what is its
relation to our sclf-identity, happiness, and self-fulfiItment, Work is
sometimes defined very broadly as
any intentional activity to accomplish something. Such an inclusive
definition would probably imply
that most, if not dl, our cornmitmmts involve work. Since our commitments are essential to who we
are and to our happiness, it would
fullow that the picture of work characterized in P a t 1 was correct. But

the claims in the above picture are
not merely about work conceived so
bruadly . They are about paid work,
what we do for our living. 1t is this
picture I want tn question.
-
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1. Work and Self-Identity
According to thp intersubjective
theory of self-identity, who you are
as a person is constituted by a varietv of factors including traits of
ckracter, beliefs, values, untr's cammitrnents, relationshipswith others,
as well as the roles one occupies.
Since our work involves us in various commitments, roles, and relationships, it wouId follow that work
is essential to our self-identity.But
thc intersubjective theory nf identity makes a person's identity too
relative and subjective. It implies we
wear various faces for different people, and that there is no real
self-self is just perspective. To
SaIly's mother she is her daughter.
That's who Sally is. To Sally's husband she is his wife and the motherdaughter relation is insignificant.
That's not who she is. To her colleagues at work, Sally i s the sharply
analytical problem-solver. But
daughter-wife is not part of theit
conception of her at all.
Different people or groups may
c o r ~ ~ z i vofewho a person is in very
different ways. That is in part became for them different things
about the person in question are important. But this just means how
others conceive of us varies. It
d w s ~ i mean
t
we in fact are diffcrent, that we aren't the same self
through our many commitments,
roles, and relationships.
One's self-identity is composed
of a set ofcore character and personality traits, beliefs, values, commitments, r~lationships,and roles. The
central question is how important
these factors are to being the person
you are. Do certain character traits,
beliefs, wcumrrutme~~ts
make a systematic difference in your l i e to
who you are? Suppose being honest
is a character trait you have. Then it
will rarmfy throughout your life in
various ways. You'll be honest in
your actions with others. You'll t
x
honest with yourself. You'll have
certain mntivations, thoughts, and
-
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emotions appropriate to being honest. Lf a trait or belief makes such a
b j s i e m t i c dillerence, then i t is in
part constitutive of who you are.
That X is the son or daughter of
Y may provide some infomation
about who X is, but this relationship
may not h constitutive of X's selfidentity. If that relationship dwsn't
play a significant role in X's lie,
then it isn't a feature of who Xis. The
same is true for the various roles X
may occupy. That X jsa teacher may
provide some infurnution about X,
but it may not be constitutive of who
X is. How central in X's 1iie is t h s
role? Does it absorh much of X's
attention, X's strivings? lf X had to
g v e up the role, would X tend tcl
suffer an identity crisis and become
crmfused a b u t who he orshr is and
how to act?
While one's work may be cronstitutive oi who one is, it doesn't
have to be.Work is not, by its rldiu~v
fit human nature, part o f wthO we
are. Whether yrlur job is part uf your
identity is determined by what role
it plays in your life.
We might even question the
wisdom of being so committed to
onc'sjob that it becomes part r l i your
identity.There are a great many factors in our wrrrk situation over
w h c h we have little control. If our
identity involves our work, the11u ul.
core self is at the mercy ot these
iactors. That places us in a veq risky
posture. With the
firings in
American corporations and businesses in the name of increased efficiency, how wise is i t for you to be
so committcd to your job that it becomes part of who you are. Such a
commitment or loyalty doesn't
seem warranted without a rwiprocal commitment or loyalty from our
employers.
Since a person's work can k so
absorbing physically and emotionally, whether one likes this or not, it
again may nut be wise to be so committed to work that it becomes part
of who you are.Being cvmmittcd to
such an all-absorbing activity may

.
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very well result in a narruw life. As
Aristotle noted, living a good life
requires a diverse s& uf factors. A
lac limited in the experience of love,
friendship, I~isure,culture, and the
larger concerns of society m y be
overly limited. We need to live our
life so that, at the end of it, we don't
have major regrets. While people
frequently regret not having spent
more time with family, friends, leisure pursuits, or helping others, it is
r a w for one to regret not having
spent more time at the office.

2. Work, Ha

iness, and
Self-Fu f i lment

?'i

Wtule work can significantly affect our happiness, it isn't as essen-

tially tied to our happiness as the
picture painteJ abuve suggests. Researchers who have empirically investigated happiness have noted
that the set of "oblective" variables
such as incon~e,age, work status,
etc. accuunt for no more t h a ~20
i percent of the variance in reported happiness (Carlson and Hatfield, 1989).
Happin~ssdepends on individual
factors much more. As Abraham
Lincoln noted, "Must fctlks are
about as happy as thcy make up
thcjr nunds to be" (Ayres, 1991, p.
91).
hchard 'raylor, a well-known
phlosophcr, argues that what we
do or achieve in life is not sigruficant
independent of our perspective.
Our accomplishments culminate in
nothing which is lasting. There is no
objective meaning to life. Instead
what meaning we findin Iife is what
we bring toit (Taylor, 1984).1would
u g u e that TayIor's view is too subjective, that whether an aclueven ~ m is
t sigruficant may be, at least
in part, an objective matter. But it is
certainly true that what we bring to
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our lives is crucid for whether our
lives are meaningful.
I can view my teaching, research, and administrative work as
boring, unrewarding, repetitious,
demeanin& and very udulfilling.
Or I can view it as a challenge, requiring considerable creativity, offering the opportunity for developing new skills and understandings,
or just beconung k t t e r at doing my
job. The "objertive" job variables
my remain unchanged, but my attitude toward my job may be different, along with my overall level of
happiness ur satisfaction. The research shows that people worhng
at the same jobs or similar jobs frequently vary in their attitudes toward those jobs (Terkel, 1975).
Lincoln's point is that in many
ways 7ue ourselves are responsible
for our happiness. Many view happiness as something that happens to
people as opposed to what they
bring to life and their activities. If
sometlung external to us is the cause
of our dissatisfaction, then we can
Mame somethng else for our misery. We are a victim of Iife. It's not
our iault we aren't happy; someone
else is to blame. But this attitude
places us at the mercy of external
events, and m a r s it less likely t b t
we will be happy. We ask whether
our job is m a h n g us happy, whether
our marriage is. But the question
should k:
What are zuc doing in our
jobs or marriage to be happy. The
stoic philosophers clearly realized
that what we bring to life, our attitudes and expectations, play a major
r d e in our happiness.
There are n l n y ways of having
a fulfilling life. It may be true that
what gives lit't. meaning includes
developing and exercising valuable
capacities and skills, adding value
to the world (helping others, ad-
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vancing justice, pursuing truth,
and connecting to 0thers-family, friends, and communiw. But these goals can be sought
outside oi our jobs. We can find fulfillment in our jobs, but we may seek
it elsewhere tw. Self-fulfillment is
just contingently tied to work.
We may take a variety of attitudes toward work-work as a necessary evil, work as merely an instrumental good (a means to a living), work as inherently valuable,
work as essential to our identity and
happiness, and sn on.How important work is to self-identity and happiness may vary along a continuum.
There isn't any necessary position
based on the nature of work or human nature. One may find at least
some fulfillment in work, but there
are lots of activities and relationships outsiJe of work which can enable us to have a fuH, rewarding lift..
And there is no mural requitenlent
that one's job absorb that much of
one's life. One can perform satisfactorily at work, and so not be lazy or
indolent, without having the job in
part define who one is and be the
primary means to happiness.
In educating for work, we need
to recognize that different attitudes
toward work ;ire perrnissibIe. Wc
shouldn't present, either directly or
implicitly in our schools, the view
that work is essential tcl our selfidentity, happiness, ur seu-fulfillment. TO do so is to impose one set
of values, and not to recognize the
pluralism or diversity of values
which exist. I am not suggesting
work shouldn't Ix taught as a value.
But work dorsn't have to have the
same priority in everyone's life, nor
be valued in the same way. Education for work should reflect this pluralism.

etc.),
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Defining and Restructuring W u k Implications for
Adult Education
by Georges B. Gertnain
Georges B. Grrntain is a doctoral cattdidt~t~ in Adult Educatru~i,Dcpartttlent
of Ixadership and Educational Policy Shidies, Northern Illinois University.

Defining and
restructuring work
It is impossible to talk or
write about work, or the
relationship between education and work, without
tnking notice of the current dranlatic shifts and

chmges affecting the organieatic~nand distribution of work, and the nature and actual rvntetlt oi
work and work-related
skills, knowledge and experiences. (Hart, 1992, p. 1)

want to argue there exist two
divergent an' prevalent vipws

I

One is that 'lf """irk
as it
be''* and
uf ''a,urk as it is." The jjrst tends to
depict work as a universal enAravor, pluri-potential and multidimmnunal, transcending the relauf

tionship
human beings
and cementing our covenant with
nature and thr environment.Work
be' is transformative
and enriching. It is a medium for
socialization and exchange, and for
the translation of our feelings ant1
creativity into reality.
as it

Opposing this semi-utok'ic

vi-

sitm is the current contemporary

view ofa
where
'4dttitudes
to work, productivity, progress and
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economic growth are ultimately destructive to people and the environment" (Hart 1992, preface, n.p.).In
this new context, work is inscribed
into a new language unchecked
against an ethicaI standard. The
new nomencIature of work that
emerges from this work culture is
unquestioned, normative, and
proper. Relations of domination
and hera~chisalpositions are expressed in categories of "essential
vs, non essential work," "part time
vs. full time." Technology takes primacy uver humans to jushfy
"downsizing." Efficiency leads to
"right sizing." Today, productivity
is the m a g c work, the new god, the
ultimate.
My thesis is that we are entering
a new millennium, bVe are witnessing a wurld in crisis rvluch has entertained a vorabui.uy of uncertainty, grounded into proposed refarm and changes,
priorities. We now have a " r ~ j u v e ,tcdjj worId in which the relations
uf power anddomination havebeen
tra~slateriinto a politics of global-

ism.
Paradoxically, it is the kind of
globalism that shatters the whole
,d sends the
in opposite
it jr
birth to
transnational
and corporations, global capitalism, markets,
and high-tech information superhghways. nIi!
same globalism jn
turn has helped to swell the ranks of
wunderclassu
and accentuate
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what Mbilinyi (forthcoming) has
presented as the chaIIenges of modern society: unequal structures of
cornmunjcation, imperial domination, authoritarian rule at household, sexism, racism, ethnic cleansing. the growing power of big husiness and heightened exploitation of
workers worldwide.
I believe that the legitimization
of this world orderjwork order is
antithetical and registers negatively
in our coIlective consciousness. As
adult educators and leaders in education, we are challenged to unearth
the defects by questioning t h s order. As suggested by Mcchthild
Hart (1992) "the question of how we
should work is also the q u e s t i o ~of~
how we should live." (p201 j.
'1.0 this t'ffcct, I propose to Jefine work and to frame it in its social,
cultural, politico-economic and
philosophical context.

What is work?
The earliest mention of work
can he found in the Bible. In Genesis
chapter 2, v ~ r s e15, it reads: "And
the Lurd G , h,ok
~
the man [and
md put him land
into
the garden of Eden to dress it and
keep it." In chapter 3, verse 19, it
reads: "in the sweat of thv fact shalt
thou eat bread, till thou ieturn
ground++,,,,mese
illus
trate the perfect and symbiotic relationship brhveen humans and na-
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ture. The disobedience and the fall

altered this harmony by establishng a relation of domination and
power between a creator and created; by casting work as a penance
for waywardness; by affirming the
subjugation of the woman; and legitimizing the first sexist division of
labor.
I want to argue that there are an
infinity of ways to define work. One
may frame work according to the
object of labor (carpenter, engineer,
artist, soldier, economist, doctor,
politician) or according to the subject (man, woman,child, and imrnigrant). One may again define work
according to class (blue collar, white
c o h r workers), status (the working
poclr, the corporate officer), sovereignty (state employee, civil servant, federal employe), temporality @art time, full time, day shift,
night shift), importance (essential
and non essential), and will (vduntary and slavery). And whichever
way one chooses to define work,
fortunes will be differ~ntbecause
work is s ~ i a l l yconstructed. Ln fact,
work animates the multiple realities, ideologies, cultures and practices of every member of society and
the place where one stands on the
scale of life will illuminate our vision of work. One may then pose the
following questions: How do blacks
and whtes view work? How do the
rich and the poor perceive work?
How Jo young and old organize
work? I recognize that I have descrikd the scene in hinary terms
and polarized my conceptualjzation
of the world but I want to stand by
my claim and, ensuing a critical
theoretical approach, argue that lustory of work is a long haul of imperialism, racism, sexism, and classism.
I have elected to elabordte first
on work in the racial context. In the
April 1995issue of The Progressrue,in
the comment section, the importance of race is stressed under these
terms:

Race is stiH the great divide in this country, even
now, 130 years after the .
civil war and forty years
after Brown v. Board of
Education, and thirty
years after the major civilrights laws were passed

(P. 10).
Indeed America has an obsession with race which has become
ingrained in the psyche of i t s people. 1see today two different Americas, a white America and a black
America with differences that are
much more than rnorphologic. The
memories and experiencrs of these
two Americas are totally different.
W h i e America is the country of the
concluistador; the white man thinks
like the owner, the creator. Black
America is a displaced, t r a n s planted America; the black man
feels unwelcome in a land of denied
opportunity and broken dreams.
The individual identities and
behaviors of these two actors were
differently shaped and reinforced.
The black man was never considered as a true member of society.
"Even today the prototype of the
true member of society is the white
male, adult worker, earning a family
wage in a stable long-term job"
(Hart, 1992, p. 97). This translates
into the f~1110wingrealities: white
men remain the single most advantaged group in this society. %test
in general, are getting ahead; blacks
are just running in place. The real
income of African-American families in 1993 has not changed since
1969, while for whites it has gone u p
8 percent (Tlw Progressive, April
1995).
For blacks and other mit~orities,
the reality of work in 1995 is framed
within a discourse of struggle for
legitimacy. %s struggle translates
into:
(a) a biack freedom movement
with one of its expressions in the
controversial and powerful Million Man March.
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(b) the attempt by the white establishment at redefining affirmative
action which has k n described
as the "most significant anti-discrirnination effort since Reconstruction."
(c) the creation by the media of
"angrv white men" and the politics of denial launched by conservatives using the voice of pcrsons
such as D'Souza to promute and legitimize their white supremacist
views.
(d) the assaults on the welfare system. "Race is the unacknowledged
obsession of the welfare reform~rs.
They fear, and hope to extirpate if
they cannot change what they see
as black patterns of illegitimacy
and disrespwt for traditional
standards ofsexual behavior, lifestyles and work ethic" (The Nation, April 3,1995, p. 156).

Work and Gender
I will discuss this aspect by
opening up this space to the women
and letting them carry out the debates themselves. Anastasia Posadskaya, one of the found~rsoi the
Moscow Gender Studies Center,
during the United Nations Fourth
Wclrld Conference on Women,
enunciated tl~t. challengt~s that
women face. She states:
There is an increasing violence against women,
brought about by m r k e t
"refc~rm":sexual harassnrent in the work place,
sexual exploitation of
young women, street vich
lence, growing dnmcstic
violence, unheard of violence against older
women with the goal of
seizing their privatized
homes. Then there are
deepening problen~sof reproductive health and reproductivr rights, particularly the limiting of access
tu free assistance, i n c l ~ ~ d -
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ing for childbirth and
abortion (The Nation, September 11,1995, F.24).
Some statistical facts worth
muntiuning:
Women represent 70 percent
of the 1.3billion people living
in poverty.

Women's work remains
grossly underpaid, unrecognized and undervalued, on the
order of 11trillion dollars a
year, an invisible contribution
of women to the global economy.
Wumen wurk an average of 13
percent more hours than men
in every country p e Nation,
September 11,1995, p. 234).
Mechthild Hart (1992) encapsulates her concept "feminization of
poverty" into this statisticaI mnemonic 50/30 60/10 which details as

follows:
Women represent 50% of
the adult world population and one tlurd of the
officid Iabor force, they
perform for nearIy two
thlrd of all working hours
for w h c h they receive
only one tenth of the
world income: But they
own less than one percent
oi the world property. (p.
204)
The ideological corcdlary, in a
market society in which the members are gauged by their wealth, is
that women are socially worthless;
and since work is directly related to
buying power and the position held
in society, women are defacto considered subaltern and powerless. In
fact today,
The percentage of women
as parliamentarians, globally, has not changed
much in twenty years
(1975: 6,8 percent; 1987:9,
7 percent, 1993:8,s perAupust 1996

cent), and in 1994 only
eight countries were close
to having 30 percent of
their decision-makers as
women. At 30 percent,
women start to have a visible impact on the styIe
and content of political decision (The Nation,September 11,1995, p. 234).
The position of women in the
world economy as subsistence
workers is quite evident especially
in the Third World.

Ln many African countries
w o m n account for more
than 60 percent of the agricultural labor force and
contribute up to 80 percent of the total food'production (The Nation, September -11, L995, p. 234).

trol (medical, legal, political) supports and sanctions direct personal control (husbands,fathers,
brothers, sons). (p. 98).
That women's work as subsistence producers is further equated
to cheap unwaged labor with the
expectation of additional unpaid labor, is evident today in the behavior
of the world health market. In the
drive for profit, women are barely
allowed a hospital stay of Iess than
twenty-four hours after the delivery
of the "product" of their conception.
Moreover, a non-paid maternity
leave had to be enacted (and some
say exacted) io protect the new
mother against the loss of her job.
Paternity leave, however,was easily
made available for those who could
afford it: the men in the corporate
world.

This occupational segregation
is probably k s t understood by an
analysis of the capitdist mode of

production w h c h divides labor into
two separate distinct categories:
subsistence production and commodity production. From the outset, subsistence production was
delegated to women while commodity production remained in the
domain of men. Subsistence labor
which includes all work activities
oriented toward sexual, psychological and physical well-being, was
soon assigned to the private sphere
while commodity production became part of the public sphere. The
process of subordinating subsistence production to commodity
production was a way to deny
women their full participation in the
overall prncess, to devalue their
work and assume control over their
destiny. According to Hart,

Imperialism and Work

the most intimate aspects
of women's lives, r s p cially their sexuality and
child bearing capacitv are
highly controlled thrbugh
the institution of marriage, general social con-

Recent twhnologcal advances
along with the restructuring of the
global economy have brought to the
forefront the central role of imperialism in defining and shaping the
nature of work relations. [mperialism has been defined as the "process
oi capitalist accumulation" on a
world scale and has been shown to
be responsible for the reproduction
of the scwial division of labor as well
as other forms of social divisions
such as gender, dass, race and ethnicity (Youngman,forthcoming).
Youngman and others have also
suggested that a political economy
approach be used to understand the
relationship of work in a capitalist
society. It has been advanced t h t
the capitaIist society uses n system
of reward and penalty for those who
succeed or fail respectively. In such
a system, a competitive edge is built
in with an obsession toward winning at all costs. Productivity becomes an altar where the goddess
sings only a hymn of "learning for
earning."
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If we begin to interrogate the
meaning of work from a humanistic
perspective, it will become evident
that work wiI1 be oriented toward
the fulfillment of our basic physical,
emotional and societal needs. By being part of a democratic and just
society we can expect both individually and collectiv~lyto contribute
our share and enpy the return of
our investment under the form of
good shelter, good health, and security. Has our society met our expectations under the capitalistic mode
of production? In his hook Straigllt
from the Heart, Jesse Jackson (1979)
states:
America was huilt on five
economic and social pillars. These five pillars
were (1)cheap labor (2)
cheap energy (3) cheap
raw materials (4) an exploited labor market divided on the ideology of
race or skin worship and
(5) explosive exports (p.
49).

Jackson's socioeconomic pillars
can at k s t be conceptualized by
what Saskia Sassen (1988) has de-

scribed in her book, nrc Mobility of
Ldbw and Capital, as a "transnational
space" whch functions as a modulator of international trade by consolidating the world economy.This
transnational space regulates work
and life within the capitalist economic system. In fact Sassen declares that "within this transnational space the circulation of workrrs can be regarded as one of the
several flows including capital,
goods, services, and information"
IP. 3).
lf one were to incorporate Jackson's piItars into this transnational
space, one would easily understand
what has become of work in today's
America. Work in today's America
can be subsumed within two words:
cheap and unpredictable. Let me
elaborate on these two words:

Traditionally, the American
worker was viewed by the rest of the
world as the consummate worker.
The American worker was conceptualized as a man who worked k d ,
earned a decent living and stood at
the core of the American dream: he
owned a home (preferably in the
suburbs), housed his wife, sent his
two to three chldren to decent
schools, drove a respectable "made
in America" car, enjoyed the k t
medical care and retired securely at
the end of twenty to twenty-five
years of labor to await death in the
company of two to three grandchildren. Today the American dream is
shattered; the pieces are disorderly
orbiting within the transnational
space. The transnational space lives
by "maximization" and "profit"
and accomplishes its goal hy various means.
The transnationat corporations
create international cunditions favorable to the development ot
cheap labor.
Through the application abroad
of structural adjustment programs,
the development and multiplication
of export-based industries, the rreatjon uf power investment zones,
there is a growing force to L ~ S
tableliw the economies of the countries horn the South, devalue the
cost of thrir l a h r and increase the
pool of cheap work available for
emigration.
The American worker is just becoming aware of the consequences
of the international cheapening of
labor. Multinationals in their pursuit of cheap labor move their corporations overseas. This vacuum
creates a high unemployn~entrate
in the country of origin that tends to
drive the cost of labor down (law of
supply and demand). Organized lah r making use of the democratic
means offered by this "free market"
society, exerts its rights to strike and
n~obilizesit-ins and boycotts. These
measures have remained for the
most part ineffective and have resulted in massive layoffs,plant clos-
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ings, and an insidious restructuring
of work force by the iransnational
corporations.
n s restructuring of work reactions has utilized insidiclus and eifective methods to make the worker
docile. Thus, in the nanle of
a) effectivenessand competiiiveness, corporation have made use
of technology to help them "right
size"and "down size" their oprrations.
b) competitiveness, companies
have changed the status of their
work furcr by creating new nomenclatures "part time," " full
t i m ~ , ""temporary" to help them
deny appropriate costly lwnefits to
their workers.
c) competitiveness, the transnationals have contributed to thc destruction of the environment and haw
exposed the workers to hazardous
environment and unsafe working
conditions.
d) nationalisn~,thc corporations
have created a xenophobic atmosphere by facilitating the use of immigrant workers to replace the
American worker in nun attractive
jobs.
e) effectiveness and cotnpctitiveness, corporations have used technologicadadvances to robotize and
nuturnatize Inany of their operations. As a result h t h skilled and
unskilIed workers are laid off.
fj economic effectiveness and competitiveness, cornparlies have
changed the status of thrir work
force by "part timing" "fuiI tirning," and "tempurarizing," a nomenclature that hides their intentions to save money by denying
the worker intrinsic benefic such
as a health insurance, vacatiun
tim, and pension securitv.
g) ettectiveness and patriotism,
corporations have lobbied congress to pass laws that "redline"
the illegal immigrant, while they
continue to use them in sweat
shops and in hazardous jobs not
wanted by the American worker.
- -
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h) effectiveness and competitiveness, corporations have used regional economic depressions to devitalixe natural resources and
create dangeruus global environmental conditions such as the destruction of rainforests, the depletion of the ozone layers, the
exposure to deleterious industrial
pollutants.
i)effectiveness and competitiveness, corporations have used the
weight of their economic power to
iifluenct! educational policies that
favor the h u m a n capital wrirk
paradigm.
Tnday the meaning of work can
best be recounted in multiple
vignettes that bring to the forefront
the worker who, instead of being the
beneficiary of work, has become the
sacrificial grease of the global working machine:
r a forty-five year old wurker let
gr~by his ccImpany after 28
years r)f dedicated service
withnut any retirement or
health benefits.
the countless number of
women still dcnicd payment
for the subsistence work they
perform for the benefit of socicty.

Work, the Educative
Endeavor
How does knowledge articulate
with the economy? In a way, the

answer appears quite simple. Obviously, knowledge derives from our
learning processes. We were told
very early in life that the learning
phenomenon takes place in the
schools but experience has taught us
that learning takes place everywhere and anywhere. This logical
line brings us to ask the questions:
What do schools do?
In hs book, Education and Pon~er,
Michael Apple (1995) looks at
schools in two ways, either as producers or as distributors of knowledge. He frames these two facets of
the knowledge process into two
theories: the human capital theory
and the allocation theory. The human capital theory claims that
schools maximize the distribution
of administrative and technical
knowledge and as such help students acquire skius and expertise to
allow them to move u p the ladder to
better occupations. The human
capital theory i s essential for the
steady supply of well tra~nedworkers in an ever expanding economy.
The allocation theory does not cuntribute to achieving class mobility
but acts as a triaging device tu assign
the individual his ur her proper
place within the hierarclucal djvision of Labor.
Apple further argues that the
division of schools into productive
and distributive institutions sheds a
light into the social division of labor
into mental and manual work. The
students who are able to produce

significant quantities of techrucal
language will be assigned to the
mental side of ths equation.
Today education is k i n g mure
and more integrated into the "rightist" project ifeconomic competitiveness and rationalization. Thr social
democratic agenda of the post
World War I1 era with its supporters - minorities, activists, l i h r d l
legislators - no longer seems to
hold a position of power. Their progressively silenced demands are
taken over by conservative intellectuals, hard line congress people, the
religious right, that are more ~nterested in establishng internat~onal
competitiveness and returning to
"family values" and ultra-conservative ideologies.
The restructuring r i f the educative agenda is based on the perception by the conservative right that
most things wrong with the economy originated wittun t h schools
~
whch have faileci to educate their
homo economics in line with the international dcnwnds lor America to
keep its hegernotlic stature in the
cuuncil of nations. The cotltrac.t with
h l e r i c d has draw11 a line in the
sand and divided the educative endeavor along the battie lines of
"17ubl~c"and "private" (public being evil, private being good).
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Introduction
or some people, no logical
c o ~ u ~ e c t i oexists
n
between
adult and business education. Variously, educators
actually think that thesc two courses
arc divergent. Yet, workers' education is one such linkage. Business
education, especially with its vocationaI education programs, has been
involved in workers' education for
many years. Today, a large percentage of adult education is clearly
identified
with
employment
(Rachal, 1989).This emphasis represents a dramatic shift from the 1920s
and 1930s when adult education
had a distinct liberal and seli-heIp
orientation rather than the current
training aspect.
Before one can really understand the present or even predict the
future, however, the past should be
expinred. Knowing the historical
background of education and business in the United States and how
workers' education relates to both
adult m d business education shows
the points of connection along time.

F

Historical Perspective
The following kstorical perspective of both education and business will help t o reveal the amas of
interconnectiveness c ~ f adult and
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business education especially as
they relate to workers' education.

IndustriaIizin the New
Worl

5

Two major demographic developments beginning in the early
1800s influenced both adult and
business education. First was immigration. As thc number of i d grants to the United States swelled,
developing the appropriate values in
them and their children was
deemed imperative. Part of this enculturation process included getting people to accept business values that were conducive to eiiective
work habits (Tozer, Violas, and Senese, 1993).
Thc sccond clemogaphic development was urbanization stimulated by industrialization. Urban
growth, in turn, resulted in a rise in
both crime and poverty. Horace
Mann, who was the first Secretary to
the Massachusetts State Board of
Education irom 1837 to 1848, believed that a European-type of class
division could be avoided in this
country through education, which
he saw as the great equalizer ofthe
conditions of men (Tozer, Violas,
and Senese, 1993).
By 1920,the modern age of business and industry had succeeded
the age of agriculture. As factories
increased in size, factory owners
sought new ways to increase their
efficiency. In 1911, Frederick
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Window Taylor sought to increase
workrr productivity by breaking
down all jobs into simpler, mechanical tasks that required virtually no
decision making and could be mastered by anyone in a shurt time
(Case, 1993).
The resulting widespread rebellint1 of workers against thls new sdentitic management can bc more
easily understood in the context of
mandacturing in America. Early
manufacturers in the United States
were highly skilled artisans who
were hghly valued members of
their cnmrnunjties (Clark and
Crank, 1977).These workers owned
their own tools, contracted their
own jobs, circidcd their own hours,
and set their own prices (Tozer, Violas, and Senese, 1993). Thus, t l ~ y
controlled the conditions of their labor. Although the move to corporate capitalism provided greater
control iur the owners, ths gain was
at the expense of the workers.

Establishing Unions
Workers brame incredsingty
dissatisfied with this new management approach. And since workers
had ways of understanding corporate capitalism that were very different from ways in which capitalists understood their own enterprises, the workers sought to organize in the name ot industrial democracy (Tozcr, Violas, and Senese,
1993). The basic btrlirf behind un-
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ionization was that workers could
build a strong political base to gain
some power in shaping the decisions that affected their labor.
The sense of power that could
have been gained by masses of
workers joining unions, however,
w& never truly realized. Overall,
they did not gain popularity as expected. As of 1989, only around 16
percent of U.S. laborers were mcmbers of unions (Hellyer and Schulman, 1989).
The opportunity to have a significant voice in the workplace has
played an important role in adult
education programs for business
over the years. Thus, adult education progrtuns have seemed to target primarily the worlung class.
Business education, on the other
hand, has been aimed predominantly at educating individuals for
future management and leadership
roles (Porter and McKibbin, 1988).
These different perspectives have
proven to be a major area of disparity between the two fields.

Changing Views About
Learnlng and Education
With the increase in trust in scientifjc methods, a revised view of
human learning also began to develop. Edward L. Thorndike (18741949) believed that school subects
did not have general value for devetop ing the mind but were valuable only for the speckc information and skills they imparted (Tnzar,
Violas, and Senese, 1993).This argument proved influentiaI in moving
away from the classical toward a
modern curriuulum of subjects that
were directly applicable to the new
industrial society and in providing
support for the "learning by doing"
of the vocational education rnovement (Tozer, Violas, and Senese,

1993).
One of the most prominent educators of the twentieth century. Harvard President Charles W. Eliot klieved that traditional educational
14

goals should be replaced by four
new educational objectives of which
one was employable slulls (Tozer,
Violas, and Senese, 1993). Given
Eliot's unusually privileged background and W a r d ' s increasingly
close ties with the business comrnunity of the nation,Eliot was not, surprisingly, more supportive of management than of labor in the great
strife between the two (Tozer, Violas, and Senese, 1993).
In contrast, he identified the
corporations as really great reinforcements of public liberty; and he
believed that one function of the
schools should be to teach prospective workers a more accornrnorlating and cooperative atti tudr toirard
management. Over the years, Eliot
became increasingly convinced that
vocational education offered a particularly good way to address labor
unrest because it adjusted students
to the reahties of the managed
workplace (Tozer, Violas, and Slrnese, 1993).
Stanford's prominent progressive educator, Ellwood P. Cubberly,
claimed that not only vocational
education but such progressive innuvations as night school and adult
education programs would serve
the interests of the state by preparing students with specific skills and
attitudes for the workplace (Tozer,
Violas, and Senese, 1993).
Eliot represents the predominant thnlung of progressive educators who shifted their vision from a
liberal education to a labor model in
which the schools were, in a sense,
factories in which the raw materials
were to k shaped and fashioned
into products to meet the various
demands of life (Tozer,Violas, and
Senese, 1993). This model still prevails in the 1990s in most of America's public schools although many
businesses have realized that tlus
method has created a workforce unable to think for themselves (Hull,
1993; Wirth, 1992).
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Vocational Education
Considered
Workers' education through
vocational education programs has
been a significant part of business
education. Congress passed the
Smith Hughes Act in 1917, which
marked the beginning of the federal
government's il~volvementin funding vocational education. Thc object
of vocational education is to go beyond preparing students for specific
jobs and extend to self-directed, lifplong learning, two specific characteristics necessary f o r adult cducation to be mrdt~ingful.
Vocational programs have been
intended over time to respond to
different kinds of social and economic problems in the Un~ted
States. One major goal has becn to
integrate those who have been margnalized into the economic mainstream- an ambition many aliult
educators would applaud. Thc. SLYond intent has been tu help solve
national economic problems. problems of unemployment, problerns
of a mismatch between jobs and
skills, and prclble~nswith respect to
America's place in the world political order. Third has been to provide
a rrlrva~ltcurriculum for students,
who according to the scientific
measures of academic abiIity, are
not considered college material.
Another problem area that vocational education has sought to address relates to the hgh illiteracy
rate among those students who do
remain in school and graduate
either from high school or ccdlegc
but are unable to find meaningful
work after that. Adult ducation has
focused on adult literacy training to
help correct tlus problem since the
beginning.
Since its early furmatian, vcwational education has Lwcn criticiwd
extensively. The practical argument
involves charges that this method of
education for jobs fails to prepare
students adequately for the workplace. Businesses tend to agree as a
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plethora of studies (including the
1% SCAN Report prepared by the
U. S. Secretary's Commission on
Achieving Necessary Skills and the
1991 Workplace Basics written by
Carnevale, Gainer, and Meltzer as a
joint project of the American Society
of Training and Development and
the Department of Labor) have discovered that most people lack the
appropriate skills needed for success on the job.
The Carl D. Perkins Vocational
and Applied TechnoIogy Education
Act of 1990, assisted in advancing a
new form of occupational education
called Tech-Prep. This type of educational reform emphasizes contextual learning that combines knowing with doing, uses an applied academics approach, relates teaching to
individual learning styles, prepares
students for a career and continuing
education, and provides continuity
by h k i n g secondary and postsecondary programs (Parnell, 19'63).
The resulting work-to-school initiatives are being supported by both
adult and business education. With
these measures, adult educators are
expanding their scope to include
younger aduits than were previousiy included in their programs.
Just recently, in March 1994, the
Federal education bill known as
Goals 2000 and its companion H. R.
6 were passed and became law. The
purpose of these Acts is to make the
United States more competitive in
the world ectlnomy by developing
more fully the academic and occupational skills of all segments of the
population. The rationale behind
these policies is that the academic,
occupational training and retraining ski11 competencies needed to
work in a technologically advanced
society can be achieved by concentrating resources on improvingedu-

cational programs related to thew
areas.

Present Happenings
The training and development
of workers is a large component of
both business and adult education.
Some adult educators, however,
seem to prefer the label, "human
resources" (HR). Yet, training and
developing is only one of the functions performed by an organization's human resources department. Concerning corporate training programs, one ohective of companies is to have trainers who have
been taught the basic principles beh d adult learning (Wexley and
Latham, 1991).
Still, a major difference exists
between the two areas when the rationale for training is considered.
From a business perspective, training should not be solely for individual growth with the desire that the
organizations will benefit. Instead,
it should provide some benefit to
the firm v e x l e y and Latham, 1991).
Many adult educators object to this
view of confining training for the
workers to basic personal development arid job skills (He1ljii.r and
Schulman, 1989). Human resources
development (HRD), they argue, is
based mostly on the human capita1
theury and concentrates on umployer and pro Juction demands not
workers' needs (Hellyer and Schulman, 1989). These adult educators
believe that working class education should instead be designed by,
with, and for workers to fulfiH their
own aspirations, and if possible,
empowerment (Hellyer and SchuIman, 1989).
After years of treating human
capital as an expendable asset, companies are beginning to realize that
to complete effectively in the global

marketplace, workers must be valued more than ever before. The age
of technology and information has
put most companies on a level playing field. Only the employees can be
the valued-added, competitive
edges. Perhaps now, as never before, adult and business educators
have the potential to work together
in a positive fashion.
Various future predictions have
been given that explain that by the
year 2000 and beyond, workers' jobs
will change dramatically every five
to ten years (Inman, 1988). Also, the
strong demand for workers will create unparalleled opportunities for
those people who have been traditionally ignored in educational opportunities to enter the productive
mainstream marginalized
cultures, women, the disabled (Dole,
1989). These areas of diversity are
abo in the forefront of adult education.

-

Conclusion
This article has shown through
the use of an historical perspective
how adult and business education
have k n woven together in certain
sections of time especially by workers' education. Today, strands from
each discipline (adult and business
education) have become so tightly
intertwined in some areas that they
might appear to be as one to some
observers. The interconnectiveness
of both adult a d business education in relation to workers' education cannot be ignored. Only by acknowledging this fact, can scholars
from both professional areas c o w
together to work on solving the
problems that p l a p e 'mth groups
as they shuggle to provide quality
workers' education.
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TCle Intemet ilz l%e Workplum:Issues of
Implementation and Impact
by Byron Anderson
Byron Attdcrson is Head Refirence Librarinrr, Fo~tnddrsMvrnorial Library?
Nortlienl Illitlois University.

Within the next ten years
we will start to see sub-

stantial shifts in how and
where we work,the companies we work far, and
the places we chmse to
live.

- Bill Gates
When our first parents
were driven out of Paradise, Adam is believed to
have rvmarked to Eve,
"My dear, we live in an
age of transition."

- Dean William R. Inge

lot of media attention has
been paid to the impact of
inf ormati011 technology
,(IT)on society, especially
the Internet. Internet's cummunication design dates back tu the 19605,
yet for many, Internet's arrival
seems sudden and imposing. There
has been a revolution in information
technology, whch most people
have yet to experience.
The Internet, the culminating
point to date oi IT, is a merging of
inforn~ation technologies
that
stcartedin the 1%
with the Department of Defense's experiment in
fault-tolerant communications. Its
outcome, ARPAnet, was a packetswitching. networking t ~ h n o l o g y
that greatly enhanced data transAugust 1996

nusdon. By the mid-1980s, the technology w a s applied to the world of
research and scholarship, and the
five National Super Computing
Centers in the U.5. were linked
through the NSFnet. Tlus estah
lished an initial information inhastructure that linked many computer networks, accelerated both
data transmission and communication, and created exponential
growth rates in Internet use. Odyssey, a research firm, has found that
current growth rates of home use of
the World Wide Web duubled in the
last sis months of' 1995 to 7.5 million
households or 8 percent of the U.S.
total.
Today, the Internet is not only
here to stay, but also will take on
new roles in society, including making a long term impact on the workforce. To date, only a small percentage of individuals have had the opportunity to use the technulogy or
know what it's really about. Currently, less than 4 percent of the U.S.
population use the Internet on a
regular basis, and many businesses
are taking a wait and see attitude
before jumping on the bandwagon.
On the other hand, high growth
rates fur the Internet are predicted,
and many businesses are seriousIy
examining the possibilities that tlus
technology presents.
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Impact on Businesses
Preparatory to the predicted
h g h growth rates has k n an unprecedented number of mergers
and takeovers occurring among
telco/cabIe/entertainmmt/unline
giants, for example, Viacorn's takeover of Paramount Comrnunications, Time-Warner's merger with
Turner Broadcasting, and the news-

paFer conglomerate Knight-hdder's buyout uf DIALOG and the
CARL Corporation, providers of
online information and document
delit~ery.The numbers of mergers
and acquisitions in the information
technology industry peaked in 1995
with 1,5&3 North American deals,
up from 879 in 1994. A survey by
Broadview Associates LLP found
that 64 percent of companies surveyed in the IT industry said they
viewed more mergers and acquisitions as very likeIy in 19%. From a
coryi~ratepoint of view, conlpanies
are attempting to, first, survive in a
highly competitive environment,
and second, position themselves for
growth intu the next century.
Companies like tho* above are
among the first to be i n ~ ~ a c t eby
d
the rapidly evolving nature of the IT
industry, and its cutting edge, the
Internet. The information technologies ottered by telephone, cable, TV,
and online service companies will
begin to implode, that is, they will
oiler access to a vast array of infor-
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rnation in a variety of formats
through one appliance. Art example
is Microsoft's and TV broadcast
company Direcm's alliance which
will offer digtal information and
entertainment services that can be
displayed on a TV set or a computer
screen (Lewis, 1996). Or, AT&Ts
new dlal-up access to the Internet
through its Worldnet Service. In the
past, companies in the information
industry were limited to specific
technologies, products and services.
Now, given technological developments and deregulation of the industry, each are able to offer competitive services, and some may become mega-information service
providers. Moving beyond those
companies that are directly involved in the information industry,
there are many pilot projects within
the commercial arena that use the
Internet to conduct business. Survival rates in this early experimental
period are anticipated to be low.
Many other businesses are remaining at bay until certain problems are
resolved, for example, security for
transactions and communications,
and price stabilization. Several
changes could drive connect prices
higher, for example, the phone cornpany placing the same tariff restrictions on public message traffic as
they do on private lines, or the FCC
imposing its standard access
charges on Internet service providers, who are now exempt. Once issues like these and others are resolved, many more companies will
begin migrate toward the Internet
and integrate this into their business. It will profoundly affect many
work environments.
There has been a lot of press
play in newspapers and magazines
about the potential and promise of
the Internet, especially for businesses. Table 1, while not exhaustive, details some of Internet's benefits for business.
Some businesses, especially
smaller entrepreneurial start-ups,
are profiting by the Internet.Generi-

...
I

I
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1
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Table 1
What the Internet Can Do for Business
Business on the Intemet is by no means only about selling stuff; it can
also be used for communication, scheduling. collaboration, keeping up
with one's field, cost containment, logistics, data transfer, marketing.
and selling.
With the help of new software, factories can link production
planning, scheduling, and execution at the corporate hcadquarters, as well as at a11 branches and subsidiaries, even if
overseas (Hewlett-Packard Plans,1996).
The Intemet is moving into the mainstream with a fullfledged status as a commercial medium.
Businesses may save money using e-mail, teleconferencing, and other
Internet telephony applications.
Smaller companies may find that a Web site eases the strain
on 800 numbers or voice response systems.
The Internet is a great equalizer - a small company and a large company can appear very much the same online.
While many corporate heavyweights are present on the Internet, the presence of small businesses has exploded.
The Intemet can transcend geography.
The Internet can send text, graphics, suund, and video from
a central point which reduces the need for transportation.
As kgh-speed communications links become available
across the nation, the location of corporate staffs and facilities will become less important.
The Lnternet can provide a forum for obtaining clients without any
prior work.Clients may extend globally.

j

Within the scope of the Net itself, many new occupations and businesses are forming: World Wide Web presence providers, HThlL document converters, Web page designers. Internet software start-ups, Internet consultants, and lnternet service providers.

1

Consumers have an endless appetite for information: they always need
more. Growth potential is enormous.

I

I

cally, companies that will do we11 on
the Net are businesses that can deliver products electronically, such
as information publishers, entertainment companies, financial services, and banks;companies that can
execute transactions over the Net,
even though products must be delivered physically; and Internet
service providers, that is, those providing the connections (Smith,
1995). However, Internet implementation is not an easy process,
Thresholds in Education

and businesses face a number of
barriers when incorporating it into
the company's business and culture.
Table 2 details some of these barriers.

Impact on Employees
Internet's benefits and barriers
may also greatly impact the employee. There is an overall debate
whether or not the internet benefits
Aumist 1996
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Table 2

I

Barriers to Internet Implementation

.--- .-..-..- -- - .. .....

cost

1

II

Basic costs include the hardware and software, plus monthly telecommunications charges.
Access charges m a y rise dramaticdly.

I

Developing and maintaining an Internet presence, especially a World Wide Web home page, may
cost very little for self-employed entrepreneurs, but up to several million dollars for large corporations (Cashing in on the Web, 1996).
Traditional budgeting and accounting systems don't recognize computer obsolescence cycles or
that cumulative costs of software and maintenance may be greater than the price of the computer.
a The technology is developing so rapidly that approximately every eighteen months data transmission capacity doubles allowing for more advanced features and new applications. These features may require new software and hardware. State-of-the-art hardware and software is highly
recommended.
The best mail reader, Web browser, or HTIrfL editor of this year, may be out of date by next
year (Notess, 1996).

i

!

1

Most companies are not yet prepared to make a sustained investment of time and financial resources to deveIop the potentiai of the Internet for their business.
Support

I

I

New levels of company support will be required in hardware and software, training, and legal aspects.

The Internet takes time to learn, and new users generally have no previous knowledge to build
on.

I

Trajnjng and re-training will be ongoing in order to keep up with rapid changes in the technology.
Security
I

*

I
1

--

Business transactions and transmissions on the Net are still not fully secured.
Electronic espionage becomes a possibility, and protecting trade secrets may be difficult.
Protecting copyright and intellectual property is difficult to enforce.
Guidelines and policies
Businesses will need to create new guidelines and procedures to regulate Internet use by employees.
The Internet is a wasteland of lost productivity when empioyees spend an excessive amount of
time "surting."
a On route to work-related sites, employees can easily be diverted into arenas of entertainment,
jokes files, and interactive games.

New problems arise, for pxample, clarilication of employee privacy and confidentiality in the use
.

the employer or employee more.
This would vary from one workplace to another, and perhaps moreover, from one worker to another.
Given Internet's rapidly evolvit~g
nature, it wouId be difficult to track
this issue. For example, some workers wiH "take" to this technology
more readily than others. This will
Aumst 1996

dilemma for companies in
deciding what to do with older, valued employees who have trouble
adjusting to the new technology. At
this point, the Internet has both
positive and negative implications
for employees. Tables 3 and 4 below
cause a
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outline some ofthese pluses and minuses.
Internet in the workplace wiU
affect many jobs, some by requiring
more slulls, bawd on technology
and the literacy shlls required, and
in others by replacing skilled tasks
with the technology. Inaddition, the
Internet is an ideal vehicle to out19

L
/.

- -

-

..

Table 3
The
Internet: Workplace Pluses
-

-.

.

The Internet can empower workers.

1

lI
I

t

b

1

-

It can help shift the emphasis from control of mformation to sharing it.
a The boss can nn longer claim a monopoly on knowledge.
Management takes on the role of facilitator and coach.
The Internet is particularly well suited to supporting collaborative work, expanding employment and job po-

I

New jobs and occupations are being created, for example, systems personnel with expertise in dial-up and
wirrless communications, networking applications, and setting up customer support; experts in electronic security, copyright or privacy issues; graphics specialists;and trainers.

Residence is less a factor for employment.
The option of working out of one's home is greatly enhanced, if not daily then for part d the
work week.
Continuing education, essential to retraining today's workforce, will be great1y enhanced, especially with interactive applications. Also, the CE training can be distributed to any location that
supports the technology, including one's home.

i

I
I

tential.

The Internet transcends geography; telecommuting is becoming widespread.

I

I
1

Job listings and career resources are widespread on the Net.

Classified ads can interact with a recipient's electronic resume.

source certain work, and can transmit enormous amounts of data to
many locations in the world. The
skilling/ de-skilling of the workforce is beginning to show itseE in
the country's gross employment figures. Between 1942 and 2005, employment is projected to rise from
121.1 million workers to 147.5.
workers. Within ths projected
change of employment, lobs requiring education Pfta high school will
grow faster than those requiring
only high school, but the largest
number of new jobs will require
only a high srhool education or less
(00Chart, 1994). This indicates that
low-wage, low-skill jobs are being
added to the economy faster than
high-wage, high-slull jobs.Much of
t h s skilling/ de-shlling of the
workforce is driven by IT,and the
Internet is becoming a driving force
in this scenario.
Weaved around the above
workplace concerns are broader social concerns relating to the Internet.
Among these are major debates, for
example, access equity and the

question of developing into a nation
of individuals who are either information rich or information poor.
Many klieve that not only must
citizens have access to the Intemet,
but also be educated to seek out and
use information effectively (Connell
and Franklin, 1WQ).
Further questions arise, for example, Will the Internet foster a more informed student and better workforce?Since resources are limited, what proportion should we put into electronic
form? What do people really need
online? Will the commercial and entertainment sites on the Internet inhbit or overwhelm the cultural and
educational sites? Will educational
sites be granted long-tenn survival
and reliability in a commerciallyoriented online environment?

Education and
Training
A vital smial concern relating to
business is in developing an information literate society.The idorma-
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I

i

I

tion literacy required for effective
use of IT and the Internet is directly
related to critical-thinking skillsand
emphasizes activities, such as sulection, rejection, evaluation, organization, topic definition, and question
definition. To use the Net well, employees will need to sharpen their
collaborative skills, learn how to
manage their time more efficiently,
and guard against informatinn
overload (Sorohan, 1%). The shear
quantity of information available
calls for analytic skills (Connell and
Franklin, 1 W ) . This does not m3tch
with the 23 million workers in the
U.S. reading at or below the eighth
grade level, Even though Lnternet
graphics and icons are making
"surfing" easier, the thought processes used to locate the right kind of
information requires higher level
thinking.
Flfective use of IT will require a
well-trained user. The implications
fur education - K-12, hgher, continuing, and on-the-job training-are enormous. The power ot
the technology is outstdpping our

.
1

1
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Table 4
The
Internet:
Workplace Minuses
..-

I

lniurmation technology can lead to the de-skilling of the workforce and t e c h n a l ~ ~ c unemployment.
al

Can accommodate "increased efficiencyM,"downsizing",and "outsourcing"- often viewed as
euphemisms for layoffs.
Companies are using capital spending on new technologes to satisfy their need for greater productivity rather than hiring more workrrs.
Stress is inherent in technology, and the Internet is no exception.
The "dazzle" of the technology diminishes once one realizes how much the information can overwhelm and control a workday.
Workers may need to adapt to a management of change due to continual changes in IT.
High use of the Internet may increase depersonalization, fatigue and boredom.
Information technology often leads to additional responsibilities often with inadequate release timr for training, littIe or nu compensation, and a lack of support services.
Company guidelines and policies may not exist that clarify issues such a s employee privacy and confidentiality.

New issues may arise, such as electronic sexual harassment.
The Internet is one more use of a personal computer which adds to known health and safety concerns: VDT
eye strain, low-level radiation and cataracts, and repeiitive motion disorders.

I

Wrrrk can be more easily rnnnitorrd.

ability to use it competently. Competent Internet users know how to
screen out unwanted adult material,
protect sales and purchases, respect
intellectual property rights, and
maintain user privacy. Competent
users are dso responsible users.
When posting messages, they do
nut "flan~e"
(online shouting or foul
Language), and they follow the rules
or netiyuette (online etiquette).
These are primarv consumer issues,
and without consumer acceptance,
business applicatirms will be greatly
limited. The Internet is a consumerdriven medium.
Before broad-based instruction
of the Intemet can occur, educators,
in general, are going to have to play
catch up. Many teachers and instructors today did not receive IT
instruction as part ui their education. Many are neophytes, and only
a step or two ahead of their students
in the use of the technology. With
little or no base knowledge to build
upon, learning becomes more difficult. The Intemet is a new concept in
communications and information
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retrieval. For example, communications can be in real-time, interactive,
and a multimedia m i x of text,
sound, graphics, and movement or
video. Sending and receiving information becomes far more complex
than simple print and m;ul formulas, and new applications are evolving all the time.

New Applications
Already on the horizon is new
software, such as Java, Winsocks,
and "cookies." Java, a Web-based
language, considered by many as a
forerunner of t h g s to come, enables Web sites to have multimedia
capability. A user will be able to see,
hear, and interact in a whole new
way (Schneider, 19%). Moreover,
with Java, data and programs -the
twin staples of computing don't
have to be stored on a personal cumputer anymore. The Internet would
be the hard drive. A program could
be written once and it would run
anywhere on any platform, gwatly
expanding communication capabil-

-
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ity (Elmer-DeWitt, 1996). W insocks
are software programs that get users up and running on the Web, including consumers who will buy in
the global marketplace. "Cookies"
is the name gtven to new technologes that allow a Web pages operator to collect dormation about each
uwr for later reference (Coates,
1996). These programs are of interest to businesses that profile customers.
The Internet, and much of l
Tin
general, represents a whole new
way of thinking. It is more than a
modernizing of past practices.
Rather, the Internet is a transforming technology that changes processes in a fundamental ways. It
goes beyond what has gone on before. For example, desktop publishing modernized the puhhhing industry, but the Internet trmformed
the publishing process. Electronic
texts are easier to produce, cheaper
to obtain, and faster to distribute.
With the Internet, authors not only
have instant information available
to them, but also can electronically
21

post drafts of manuscripts online
and receive feedback quickly. Electronic texts are not Iirnited to a print
format, but can incorporate other
meda, including sound, animated
graphics and video clips, as well as
third dimensional pictures. Finished products are not dependent
on traditional print time frames
whch can take a year or more.
Changes and updates can be made
immediately.

Conclusion
As the Internet creeps into the
workplace, many work environ-

ments, business practices, and consumer processes w ~ lchange
l
sigruficantly. Manufacturing. electronic
commerce, health care, education,
environmental monitoring, libraries, and government services are
among the main businesses, institutionsand industries that will be profoundly affected. However, it will
take decades to fully implement the
Internet into the workplace. Most
people are comfortable with whatever they learn early and are reluctant to alter familiar patterns. Thls
social complexity indicates how difficult it will be to fully weave the
technology into the fabric of our society. We have badly underesti-

mated both the impact and the factors involved with implementation
of the Internet. Most businesses, institutions and individuals have yet
to figure out what they most want to
gain by the Internet, let alone what
they cherish and do not want to lose.
Internet implementation in the
workplace should balance the mission and values of the business, employees, and consumers. The best
way to do this i s to understand the
technology beyond the keystrokes
required, and develap an awareness
of the issues involved with implementation and the resultant impact.
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Unconditional Love as a Critical Moral Ideal
by Gretchen Klee
Gretchen Klee is R Secotrdary Edum tiotl teacher o j E ~ ~ g l i s h .

Introduction

w

hether thev are believers or not, most
Americans have been
influenced by a Christian model of unconditional love.
For many, Jesus still stands as the
bcst example of such love - but also
of i t s radical costs. For most it is an
ideal out of reach. In our everyday
Lives we are seldom shown such
Love, so it is understandable that few
know how to give or receive it. Today's youth, though they may not
even recognize it, are driven, perhaps more urgently than ever before, to search for unconditional
love. Perhaps this reflects the fact
that so many are in family and
school situations where love, any
form oi love, is so totally absent.
Even some who are church goers
receive images of God as a punitivr
avenger of wrongs rather than as a
source of love. If such youngsters
p o w up believing that they arc undeserving of even God's love, how
can they be convinced that they deserve tht. love of anyone else?
This cultural denigration of
luvc has, I believe, bvcnme an unrecognizeJ school problem. One uf our
greatest challenges as teachers,
must certainly be to teach all children that they are unquestionabIy
worth loving. Without a doubt, it
has been my own greatest challenge
as a new educator. NonetheIess,
educational 'love' i s a tricky concept, particularly when considering

teacherlstudent relations in a public high school. Teachers must necessarily express responsible love in
situations where they cannot always unconditionally Bpprove academic performances or behavior.
Furthermore, many students are not
as Iikely to seek or accept love from
a teacher as they might from one
another. But I contend that it is precisely here that we can help them if
we are willing to shift our thnking
about the meaning of educational
love.
Beyond providing a warm
classroom atmosphere conducive to
learning, I argue in t h s article, that
teachers can help students create
moral criticisms which atr relevant
to their struggles and whch can
therefore be life changng. I believe
that one consequence of a culture
which glamorizes possessive love is
youthful indifference to learning. In
part, through the s k i l h l use of our
own stories and personal images,
we teachers can enrich student understanding of love in ail its many
forms and help students explore
how to develop their own inner resources to meet its challenges.
I am not suggesting that public
educators use or reier to characters
explicitly modeled on Jesus.In fact,
public educators are pretty much
prohibited trom discussing or imposing personal religious beliefs.
Other avenues however, not often
considered, are still open. I believe
that we can help fill our youth's
needs for camection not unIy
through discipline and successful
striving for achievement, but also
-
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through Iiterature and personal
writings which are powerful depictions of responsible love.

Education and Love
First, I tlunk it is important to
recognize the source of changug
student dernan~lsfor love and personal C O M ~ C ~ ~FundamentaIly,
O ~ .
it
stems from pervasive forms of personal and social disconnection.
Among the most prominent is the
fact that America has one of the
highest divorce rates in the world
(55%).This phenomenor~directly or
indirectly affects just about every
American youngster. Even in twoparent farnities, secure connections
seem to be eroding. Among the reasons most often cited fur divorce are
adultery, alcoholism, abuse, or financial diificulties. More and more
childrcn today grow up with the
idea that hitting loved ones is normal and/or that commitment has
no meaning. Social/ moraI foundations are being pulled out from under young pople. How then can we
expect them to develop strong values and enduring relationships?
Cine consequence of these conditions has been increased youthful
indifference to learning. Ths does
not affect all students, schnols or
districts equallv of course; but nonetheless, when it appears, solutions
often elude educators.The first step
perhaps, is to understand these
problem in a new light. Many high
school youth, particularly those
who have experienced neglect or
abuse, have developed passive pat-

23

t e r n of Learned helplessness. According to Gage and Berliner (1988),
''learned helplessness is a chronic
failure to deal effectively and energeticdy with the inevitable challenges one faces" (p. 669). Some
youngsters have learned to h heipless &cause for them it may seem
safer and easier to avoid challenges
rather than meet them openly. In
physically, emotionally, or mentally
abusive homes, children learn that it
is often better to avoid doing mything since nothmg they try will be
good enough to avoid battering or
ridicule.

The main
educational point
I want to make to
teachers is that
the interpersonal
disconriections
describe above
have serio~rs
cognitive
consequences.
Many parents pressure their
youngsters to succeed in school
largely in order to meet their own
needs. High stmdards may be fine,
but imposing unrealistic standards
can be damaging to self worth. Students faced with these expectations
may lack the insight to see that the
work world will not be as hard to
please as are thejr own families.
They may be tempted to give up. In
fact, scholarly achievement requires
Ixhaviors and attitudes that contradict these learned survival stratepes. The only good thing about
such learned helplessness is that it is
Learned, and therefore it can Ix unlearned through structure and discipline (275).

Cognitive Bridges
The main educational point I
want to make to teachers is that the

interpersonal disconnections described above have serious cognitive consequences. Without help,
many emotionally d~sconnected
youngsters cannnt make C O M P C tions between areas of learning.
They &come not only socially and
emotionally fragmented, but intellectually segmented as well. This is
a neglected problem in the secondary school. Students may need
help in discovering how subjects
like literature and mathematics are
interrelated. Students can come to
see that mathenutics is a form of
language. Even when a subject js
immediately appealing to a student,
the conlbination and tensions heh r e e n two m y be intriguing. Students can be helped to discover that
there is more relationship and symmetry than they expeckd in what
rnay seem to be a chaotic world.
Much of this integration can be
manifested in language, both
through wordplav and Literature.
Discovering that the skills of
mastering n-takh and English are not
so different from one another and
that the subject matters are humanly
interconnected, supports the processes of intellectual synthesis. We
can direct our students to discover
for themselves the interconnected
underlying structures to be found in
their world. Ttus discovery rnay be
absolutely fundamental for students who need cognitive support
to have reason to believe that thcir
world is somehow ordered. Hopefully, students who have experienced so much rdrsorder can benefit
horn seeing the ordered medium
that both mathematics and literature provide. If, through the study
of Language, students come to see
order in thcir world, and if they gain
confidence in their capacity to recognize and fullow clues, they may
be motivated to seek successCu1
mastery.
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In short, words set down in
beautiful and specific arrangement
help order the writer's (and sometimes the reader's) world. Students
who learn grammar, literature, and
writing only in isolation from each
other, may never see thc relationship between all three. Their fragmented world view will therefore
k reinforced, their experience remains less orderly than others, and
their learning in the classroom less
active.
Teachers themselves, of course,

must understand the interrelationship behueen differcnt academic
discourses. A certain amount of
mathematical education should k
required In preservice teacher education. Interdisciplinary courws, for
examplc, that stress the relation of
math to other areas of study, including language, are necessary to attune teachers to the potential ordering and reordering that can be generated in true learning experiences.
Lf teachers themstilves understand
the interrelationship betwwn subjects, they will be tnore likely to
identity such opportunities tor developing these insights in their students.

Personal Bridges
Necessary to reordering student experience is the teacher's ability to personally connect with students' Uves. Teachers can model
that honest and respecttul interpersonal relationship (i.e. love) is nccessary for learning. If the teach~r
does not truly witnes specific students' needs for cunnection an J bal-

ance in their lives, this will diminish
the teacher's credibility, and therefore his or her classroom authority.
TIw students will lose trust for the
teacher. 'Teachers must therefore
make the specialized languages ot
their subject areas, which function
as their primary source of authority,
relevant to student needs. Teachers
who can relate their work to student

needs to be accepted will bFt able to
motivate them. In this way a
teacher's discipline-based authority
can contribute both to cognitive and
literal classroom order.

The English Teacher
as Moral Agent
English teachers are at a great
advantage because in English
classes, one can study almost any
other subject matter secondarily
while still integrating the primary
less011 objectives. Literary analysis
can k made both humorous and
profound by viewing them, as well
as other aspects of literature, in a
symmetrical context. By teaching
that our language itself contains
many keys to beauty and balance,
students also will be learning
mathematical and artjstic thinking
skills that will knefit all aspects of
their lives.
Discovering symmetry in the
classroom wdl not change the
world, at least not overnight. In order to begin to promote integration,
tcachers must be educated about its
value and its students must not be
expected to adapt to "order"
quickly; symmetry offers a paradigm for understanding our world,
but it does not offer all answers.
There wiIl always be questions to
ask and answer about k a u t y in our
world, and without these our quest
for knowledge would cease. However, symmetry in language can significantly affect the way our world
is perceived in the future.

Narrative Bridges
Oiice the classroom structure is
set and rapport established, a meaningful curriculum can be developed.
It would be useful to students in
their lives beyond the classroom to
have a curriculum that teaches both
the social and academic skills necessary to be successful. Perhaps one uf
the best ways to show empathy and
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mode1 morality for students is to
encourage personal anecdotes. The
rapport established in the cIassroom
between the unconnected youth
and the teacher is crucial. In the English classroom especially, I have
found that students are more willing to learn when told stories involving truths relating to their own
struggles and how other people
have confronted and solved similar
diificulties.
In
Shewood
Anderson's
Winesburg, Ollio, many valu e5 are
expressed. First is the idea of moral
moderation. Anderson views a grotesque as someone who foIlows a
virtue to its extreme. The notion that
one should not ignore other values,
such as love for others, while pursuing a particular virtue, such as love
for God, is inherent in Anderson's
stories.
A key relationship in which Anderson emphasizes moderation is
that between men and wtlmen. A
speczic example involves George
and Helen in "Sophistication." Not
only is this story about maturing
and how that feels to these characters, but i t shows how two people
can meet their own needs through
communication without abusing
the other's good nature.
George needs uiiderstmding
and validation for his efforts and
dreams. Since women are stereotyped as skilied in validating others,
George turns to Helen with whom
he has grown up. Helen's needs, on
the other hand, require that she be
validated as a desirable woman.She
needs to feel beautiful and feminine,
so she looks to George to provide
validation. However, feelingbeautifuI and feminine is not enough, as
she discovers with an instructor
with whom she spends the day
courting. The instructor makes it
clear that he values Helen for her
money. Ths self-interest leads
Helen to see him as boring. She does
not find him as fulfilling as she finds
her relationship with George.
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Teenagers today are also constantly re-evaluating what they are
l m h g for in relationslups. Friendship frequently end because individuals are easily hurt by those
striving to fulfill their own needs.
Sometims friends "blow off" others in favor ofa date or a romantic
outing. Yet the same can be true
even in romantic relationships.
Often the biggest hurdle here is ineffective communication in a whirlpnol of needs and emotions. Any
couple can be overwhelmed when
individuals withdraw from partners or reach o u t so strongly that the
other feels driven away or attacked.
Anderson's George and Helen provide an ex ample of ha w two people
met their needs for validation and
understanding nonverbally without vioIating moral principles.
In "Sophistication," George and
Helen communicate nonverbally
about their needs by playing as
young children would play. By m n ning, rolling on the grass, and sitting
close to each other, they are able to
lose sight of their own individual
importance. lndeed George comes
to realize how illsignificanth s place
in the world really is.This moment
Anderson defines as the moment d
sophistication. As a result of this insight, they discover that a truly
valuable friendship allows for silent
communication of needs without
partners being overwhelmed by
physical desires. Students would
Lvnefit from seeing the complex
fomw of communication in a relationship. They can realize that they
are not confined only to talking or
mind reading.
Most of the other sturies in the
novel involve a particular character
exercising a single virtue to such an
extreme that he/she hcomrs a grw
tesque: one totally enveloped and
made miserable by this dedication
to a moral position. Students may
wish to respond to these through
personal reflection journals. In these
reflections they can react to the stories or reflwt on how they remind

them of part of their own lives.
Eventually these can lx extended to
a personal response essny about a
time when they lost perspttctive
about a particular virtue and ended
up violating others. Also possible
would be a comparison/ contrast
essay where students explicate sinularities or differences between two
stories regarding morality or between a story and their own lives.
Finally, a creative writing assignment requiring students to imitate
Anderson's style while making up
their own character who takes a
value to an exbeme would also be
an option.
In Thornton Wilder's Oirr Toziln,
many virtues arc also explicated.
These include suggestions about
God and heaven and what is necessary in order to be happy when we
die. Values such as uncunditional
love and living life to the fuIlest extent possible can be seen in such
characters as Emily and George,
who show a strnng commitment toward each other.
f i s commitment is first communicated to the reader and other
characters through the drugstore
scene in Act I1 between George and
Emily. Here, Emily plainly states
what she feels about George's
change in attitude, and George
genuinely appreciates this verbal
feedback and responds by trying to
make better of his recent tendency
to pay attention only to those who
wouid better hs reputation. Here
George also tells Emily how much
she means to lum, and Emily responds with genuine surprise. In-
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deed the value of this verbal communication lies not so much in the
words, but the spontaneity and sincerity of expression. They truly
touch the souls of the two characters.
Unfortunately, most adolescents today have not learned to
communicate so directly and honcstly with words. Rather than sincerity, anger may be the most intense emotion that teenagers are
codortable communicating with
words. Even this emotion carries
with it some tension, but George
and Emily work through this emotion by respecting the others' positions in life, a value hard to attain for
some in today's society. By beginning to discuss these values in the
classroom and model them appropriately through literature, students
may benefit from a more positive
communication system with their
peers and family. In striking contrast to George's and Helen's nonverbal commurdcation, verbal cominunication also offers many possibilities for people to reach out to
others and make similar needs for
understanding clear.
These characters c a n also be the
springboard for discussion about
adolescents' relationships with each
other. T h y can respond to these
values through class discussion.
One possible project would be a
group discussion on the qualities inherent in a healthy relationship.
While this would have practical application to the students' lives, it
woulrl also enable the students to
employ critical thinking skills such
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as analysis, application, and organization. Likewise, journal entries
would enable them to explore their
reactions to the character's values
on a more personal, individual, and
private level.
With younger students, language arts projects involving posters ur mini-books on a particular
virtue or situation (such as marriage, love, or God) would dlsrt be
appropriate. At the high school
level, acting the play out and writing essays comparing thc play with
their own lives would help the students expand upon the play's moral
insights.
In conclusion, the struggle toward moral maturity is a growing
issue in o u r youths' lives today. It
needs to he addressed in the classroom. I argue that a conception of
love must accompany educators' efforts to assist students in meeting
that need. Onc appropriate place to
do this is in the English or Language
Arts classroom, since literature can
bc used as a springbuard to meet
Icarning objectives and analyze
some of life's problems. Literature
may k key in getting students to
analyze and apply moral insights in
their lives, but the teacher plays just
as important a role by creating J.
classroom environment in which
students are conlfi)rtable discussing
their typical moral dilemmas. The
ideal of unconditional love is farniljar to students. Teachers can use it
as a test of the morally responsible
relationstups, first in literaturv, then
in student reflections, and finally in
a stuclent's life.
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Autobiography of a Survivor
By Kim Kemper
Kim Kemper is a Junior High School educator and a hhsters Degree student
in Educational Psychology, Northern Illinois University.

Introduction
t this point in my adult
life, I feel compelled to relate the true story of my
,childhood-not only to
shed understanding on human motivation and morality but also to offer inspiration and hope to others. In
these seemingly violent and often
depressing times, it is easy for the
average person to develop an apathetic perspective. In sharing my
story 1 hope to relay information
and insights to professionals who
work with those who were violated
as children or to those who struggle
personally to come to terms with
similar life experiences. Stories of
abuse are difficult to tell-even to
oneself. Teachers especially are in a
position to hear such stories. It is
first as listeners that they can serve
as trusted adults for students who
have been victimized. It is therefore,
with a sincere desire to offer hope,
encouragement, and insight that I
commit these pages to readers who,
in their professional roles, may be
the only sensitive listeners to the
profoundly disturbing stories some
children must tell if they are to survive victimization.
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A Family Heritage
My mother and father were
only 17 years old when they were
married. Mother had been brought
up in an dcoholic family. Neither
ever graduated from high school.
Their first child, a boy, born within
the first year of their marriage, was
to be closely followed by me and
one other son. Before they were 21
years of age, therefore, my parents
found themselves responsible for
three very young cluldren.

I went through an
entire gamut of
injuries at her
hands -from
burns to broken
bones. I was a t
least four years
o Ed before I was
even able to form
a question about
these experiences.
We lived in a trailer court of
some kind. Dad's job as a semi-truck
driver required him to be gone from
home for weeks at a time.Mother
ended up spending a lot of her time
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with her parents whch meant that
my brothers and I found ourselves
tagging along with them in and out
of a variety of bars. We rode in family cars driven by trusted adults
who were drunk.For the most part,
we had little 'adult' supervision at
all during our chIdhood years.
Perhaps it was my mother's alcoholism that led her to beat me. As
a baby (my grandmother later related this information to a friend in
my presence), I went through an entire gamut of injuries at her
hands-from
burns to broken
bones. I was at least four years old
before 1 was even able to form a
question about these experiences.
Mrhy was J the one most singled out
from among three children to k
beaten? The slightest misstep, however minor, could trigger a raging
blow-up within my mother. Physically attachg me seemed to serve
as some sort of release. Perhaps as a
child, she had long ago internalized
abusive behavior patterns whch
had included sexual abuse. It may
simply have been an intergenerational pattern of relating.
My sexual victimization began
at the age of five by my mother's
then teenage brother. I suspect however, that it may have been going on
long before this first memory. Accompanying these physical and sexual attacks was a mental suppression achieved through emotional
threats and blackmail. Lookingback
now, 1 can see that the emotional
27
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abuse has been the hardest to deal
with. With physical abuse there is
fear. I dreaded the physical pain.
But I also knew that it would soon
be over. At first I did11't even know
that most Little girls did nut get
touched and treated as I did by their
uncles. The emotional abu*, on the
other hand, was devastating and the
consequences sti Il seem endless.
Like any child, my sense of self
was dependent on information I received from significant others. From
the constant negative and demeaning remarks about my capabilities, I
concluded that I was bad, stupid;
and always disappointing to adults.
1 suspected that I somhow desewed this treatment. The pain of
this conviction reached further than
any physical beating could ever
manage to, and unlike the bruises, i t
didn't iade with time .
Despite all this, I created one
type of experience for myself that
gave me peace and fulfiIlmrnt beyond human measure. It was the
simple pure act of giving. Often my
intoxicated grandfather would give
money to my brothers and me. With
ths money tightly in hand, we
would bolt out of the tavern doors
and make a beeline to the small
town drugstore where my brothers
promptly purchased footbaH cards
and candy. Not I. Many hours were
required to select just the right little
@t for my mother or grandmother.
(I remember feeling especially sorry
for Grandmother k a u s e I had seen
my grandfather h t her really terrjbly on many occasions.)%metimes
it wouIJ be a small necklace or perhaps a picture, but whatever it was,
1 spent a long time looking until 1
made my choice. Rarely did E spend
any of the money on myself.
Looking for gifts are among my
happiest childhood memories. The
inevitable disappointment made
my child's heart sore when I would
look expectantly into my mother's
or grandmother's eyes as they received the precious gift. Of the two,
Grandmotherwas so much better at

"going on" about whatever I had
gotten her. Wide-eyed and standing
on my tiptoes, I would anticipate the
grateful looks nn their faces. My
grandmother could be depended on
to hug me after I had g v e n my presents to her and Mother. Usually
however, these praised gifts would
soon disappear, or worse, I would
Later discover them broken or damaged and left to be thrown away. I
told myself that i didn't mind that
the gifts were thrown away or broken because now I had a good reason to get something better next
time.

By a very young age (2-5 years
old), 1 had already developed a
lonpng to be alone. I really didn't
know haw to play with neighborhood kids and when I did play with
my brothers, it would soon become
an occasion for their attempts to
dominate me. My own room kcame a safe haven where I could
play in peace with my toys. I only
came out when I had to. By the age
of five, I atso had developed other
strateges to help me avoid abuse.If
I sensed a rage coming on in my
mother, 1 would simply disappear.
Whenever I kamed for example,
that my uncle was coming over with
m y grandparents, 1 wouId hang
around close to my grandmother.
Or I might remain outside to hde,
snealong in to find her only long
after their arrival. A lot less went on
when my grandmother was around!
She would sometimes even pull me
away from any mother if she
thought I was about to be beaten. I
knew that my uncIe would never
bother me when I was near her or
other people.
1 actually came to take pride in
these escapes. If I thought my actions had prevented something
negative from happening, I gave
myself credit fbr having "planned it
all out." These were the first, tentative, steps toward the belief that I
could have some control in my life.
These skills were to become very

needed resources when it came time
for me to enter school.

The Loss of
Childhood
For children in abusive families,
life can be turned upside down with
no warning. They learn how important it is to be wary-especially
when things seem to be going well.
When I started kindergarten for example, rnv mother went out and
bought ITI; two new drrssus. Thls
was unusual to say the least. J didn't
remember ever having dresses before and I did like them a lot. i was
so excited about going to school!
G r a n d m ~ t h ~fueled
r
my anticipdtion. She took rile out on a special
trip to buy school supplies telling
me grand stories about all the wonderful things I would soan get to do.
As the first day of school approached, having all my new things
together, I felt eager and ready tu go.
It rvas the day kfore I was to
start that I overhead my mother on
the phone telling someone that she
would expect them In a little while
Instantlv, mv plan was put into action. I knew that soon my grandparents and uncle would appcar. It was
jmperat~vethat I avoid my uncle. I
couldn't bear the thought ot " that"
happening on the day before I was
to start school. My plan made, I was
feeling confident and proud of myself. My increasing skill at avoiding
moments of being hurt had convinced rne that I was becoming quite
the comrrlander. 1 was a five-yearold general preparing for war!
My unwanted guests arrivrd
right on schedule and at first things
went according io plan. My grandfather, as I had feared, promptly got
drunk and refused to leave. This
was not a good sign. I waited close
by my grandmother's side well into
the late afternoon hours. I must
have iinally fallen asleep because
she put me to bed. All I know for
sure is that I was awakened with the
-
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familiar sick feeling that signaled
what my uncle was about to do to
me. With a sinking feeling 1realized
that it was already dark. I had made
a terrible mistake. My uncle had
sneaked into my room when everyone else thought that I was asleep.
'Ilus was a moment of sharp disappointment in myself. I had wanted
to be such a good planner! It had
been months since 1 had let myself
be put in a position to be physically
or sexually assaulted. Hadn't I been
a good planner? But here I was, the
very evening before I was to start
school for the first time, feeling at
iive years old, an ancient sense of
doom and failurc.

I had wanted t o be
such i z good
planner! It had
been mo~rlthssince
I hnd let myself be
put in a position
to be physically or
sexually
assaulted. gadn't
I been a good
plurrner?
Throughout the. whole first day
of sch(lv1 I was filIeci with depression and fear- and from there rnatters only continued to worsen. 1 noticed that other girls had better and
more clothes than 1 did. Their hair
looked so neat and nice. They
seemed to know a lot of things that
I had never evpn heard about. Worst
of all, I soon realized that none of
them talked about the lund of events
that routinely happened at my
house. Instinctively, I knew that I
must never talk about these things
either. What then, was there left to
say to any oi my schoolmates? At

school I fell even deeper into the
mental gloom and loneliness that
had long surrounded my family l i e .
Only school provided some
measure of relief.Staying home just
wasn't safe. At school I had to bear
the shame of academic failure and
negative teacher comments, but
home conditions were literally lifethreatening. It was at about ten
years of age that I began consciously
to hate myself for the sexual abuse I
was receiving from my uncle. The
attacks seemed to get worw as 1 became older. No matter how hard I
tried to be prepared, I would eventually be caught off guard and
forced to succumb. Perhaps he enjoyed this cat and mouse game. Each
encounter felt to me like another
personal failure.
All the while, my mother's
physical attacks atso continued.
Though she never hit me when my
dad was around, she made u p for i t
during his long absences. Oncewlien I was twelve, my mother
grabbed me out of the bath tub and
h a t me with an electrical cord so
hard that it took an entire week in
bed before I was abIe to walk on my
own again. I do not recall school
authorities ever inquiring about my
situation.

The context for these battering5
was my parents' deteriorating marriage, which had becom~one long
battle. Several times they were
forced to file for bankruptcy so we
moved around a lot to avoid creditors. Most of their time together was
spent fighting and screaming. In addition to the constant money problems, my mother believed that my
father was unfaithful to her during
his long absences. I sensed that
though she hated what she did to
me, she was somehow powerless to
stop. For me, the forced changing ot
schools was an additional hardship.
But I just took it as another experience over w h c h 1 would have no
control. So I extended and perfected
my basic survival strategy. At each
new school I employed my skill at
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hiding in a crowd. I was always
there but never noticed, I never fit
in, I never made the grade. While
other students talked about the
Christmas Program or the parent
conferences, 1 just went along pretending that I knew what they
meant when they discussed topics
l i b these as though 1 shared their
experiences.

The Downward
Spiral of Tomorrow
and Tomorrow
I was thirteen when my parents
finally divorced. T%is marked a desrrnt into total disintegration.

After
they separated, I went to live with
my mother in a run-down, dirty
trailer court. By now she was dependent on drugs as well a%dcohul.
She worked the night shft at a factory where a lot of dealing went on.
The summer just hiore I was to
entcr high school, 1 met a seventeen
year old Hispanic boy who developed an interest in me. Mother encnuraged not only a friendship between us but a sexual relationship as
well. (Later, I was to discover that
she too became involved with this
young m a n at the sanw titl~tr.)When
1 developed symptoms requiring
hospitaliation I was told that I was
pregnant. When I refused to marry
the young man he tried to kill m c it1
a drunken rage. At a crucial moment
as he held a loaded gun to my head,
the drugs and alcohol averwhelmed
him so completely that he literally
passed out. Although 1 did run
away to hide, I was inwardly disappointed that he hadn't killed me. I
was so tired of being sick and tired.
During thew years 1 often
wanted to take my own life. Breakfast would sometimt.~ consist of
tnothpaste. For several months, at
one of the lowest points, the toilet in
the trailer stopped working. We
used a pail. Still, I was never quite
able to go through with it until one
day I very calmly planned to com-

mit suicide after schooI. I laid out all
of the stuff needed to make sure that
this time 1 would finish the job. Such
a sense of peace came over me as I
went to school that morning! The
hell would not go on much longer. I
was not like my usual self. For the
fist time in my iife I was free! 1was
talkative, outgoing, and even answered some questions in class.
During English class that day J
worked on a project that I found
easy to do. 1 took the finished project

up to the teacher's desk. She noticed
my work and called me to her by my
first name. She told me what a great
job I had done. She went on, "Tomorrow we're going to du another
project in class that might really interest you." Little did that teacher
know how direc-tly instrumental
ths was in saving my life. It was
such a tlun thread to hold to, but I
decided to hold on to it -it was all I
had. I put uif my escape.

The Struggle Toward
Life
I went through almost my
whole freshman year of high schooI
pregnant. In hlarch I gave birth to a
tiny baby boy. Even though the actual birth wasn't long and difficult,
my fear had been paralyzing. I had
no idea how the baby was going to
come out or what to expect. This
was one of:the most intensely terrifying times I had experienced to this
point in my Me. It took only two
hours to give birth to a small but
healthy baby. It is difficult to express how [ felt when they gave h m
to me to hold. My Me had meant just
barely existing. just barely breathing. My thought processes I see now
were limited, almost primitive. I
couldn't even begin to comprehend
how this child came to be let alone
how he would be loved o r cared for.
Holding my child, I faced my
belief that no one could love me.
And, to be honest, I knew that I
didn't =ally feel love for any other

person. I liked m y grandmother but
suddenly I knew that what I felt lor
her was not the same as love. I saw
dl this because now I knew only one
thing. I loved this baby! Through
him I developed deeper emotional
bonds than I had ever experienced
before in my life. I loved and was
loved back. These feelings came
very naturally from within me. I
didn't even have to try to force ihs
love. It was red and present. Although I was very intimidated by
the demands placed on m e in caring
for a baby, somehow I fumbled my
way through. The f i s t hvo primary
principles that guided dl my actions
in caring for hm were; 1) he had to
be fed and 2) he should be kept
clean.
Only two weeks after my delivery I was back in school. I recall
those touching moments when,
during the early morning feedings,
I would heat up the baby bottle in a
small tin pan hdf filled with water.
I would hold my baby close and sing
a m d e - u p song to him while he
drank tus bottle. This time was so
quiet and peaceful. These were the
first times that I lived love and its
deep rewards.
My urlcle had moved away a
few months kfore I got pregnant,
so I was no longer threatened by
him. For some re~lson,after the bMh
of my son, my mother stopped battering me. I had the space now to
thd about what I wanted to do
each day. What lund of things did I
need to take care of? I was still
taunted by the baby's biologcal father because I was afraid he might
attempt to take the baby.
I arranged my class schedule so
that I only attended in the morning.
My mother quickly got the baby and
me signed up for public aid. I was
referred to a program called Parenfs
Too Suon. Through this organization
I received both day care money and
parent education. With these supports I succeeded in finishing my
freshman year. During the next
summer, responding to a new need
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to be busy and useful, I worked at a
variety of jobs whenever 1 could. It
seems to me now that I matured a
lot that summer.
Still I was desperately searching
for a different identity. One day I
heard a story about some baby who
had been switched at the hospital
and sent home with the wrong parents. This story preoccupied me because I thought that maybe ths was
just what hadhappened to me when
1 was born. It would explain everything! And I had evidence. While
everyone else in my family was un
the heavy side, I was skinny. They
all liked things that I hated! I was
never like them. Hadn't I always
been the outcast? IE I was not really
born as a true member of this family,
then maybe I had a chancr to be
diff~rent.1 wouldn't have to continue in the hell that surrounded
me. It surprises me to ths day how
much better this story made rnt!feel.
Believing ihat I was not horn of the
same"eIement" that the ntherswere
gave me hope. My mind opened to
new possibilities for my futurr and
for my son's future. Even though 1
have no real evidence. I believe that
the pnw7et to imagine myself in a
different relationship to my family
gave me faith in a better future.
During the first few mo~ithsof
my sophomore year, my mother
took off across the country with the
father of my baby. Now 1, along
with my baby, was abandoned.
Having no where eke to turn, I went
to my dad's parents. When they
contacted my father, he came and
moved my older brother and me t o
a nearby small town. He started to
take some responsibilityfor us as his
children. He grew very attached to
my son. Liie seemed so wonderful.
My father made sure we had food
and that my son had everything he
needed. He bought us better clothes
and even went to some of the sports
events at school if we were involved. My father realty tried to do
his best for us. It was as though he
had needed time to recover from

being involved with my mother and
her family. He still had to be gone
most of the time during the week,
but he always tried to be home on

the weekends.

I kept a cbun
house and was
proud of how I
organized the

household affairs.
At school I was
free to feel like a
teenager, while at
home I ficnctioned
as a mother and a
homemaker.
T h s change in home environment was having good effects on my
sch(x)ling. I started tu care about
grades at school when I came to believe that if I worked harder I really
could get better grades. hly physical
appearance changed as well. I
learned from watching girls at
school how to wear makeup an13
style my straight hair. I had always
been very slim and with having had
a baby, I had a premature figure that
the better clothes made look very
nice. I kept a clean house and w~is
proud of how I organized the household affairs. At school [ was free to
feel like a teenager, while at home I
functioned as a mother and a homemaker. I worked extra hard to get all
of my credits early so I could graduate in January rather than in June of
my senior year. I ended up graduating in the top fifteen percent of my
class.
These three years previous to
graduation had been so good that I
had changed not just physically and
mentally, but also spiritually. At a
small Bible church in my neighbor-
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hood, I met some very dear people
who supported me in striving for a
better understanding of spiritual
concepts. I would just be still and
soak up the ideas presented to me
about spiritual things. It was as if I
had always hnd this inner code
withln, but was never given the opportunity to nurture it. Now I was
more than ready for any idormation that would help me gain a better understanding.Somehow I felt I
had always known what I was
learning, yet at the same time I never
really knew it. Gaining a spiritual
education and associating with people who were cultured and who had
moral standards brought me a new
inner peace. I now knew that I was
going to make it. There were no
more obsessive questions about
whether or not I would be condemned to live my whole life in hell.
I now had unconditional hope in my
heart.

Facing Adult Life
Only through consciously reflecting hack, can T see the gradual
unfolding of events in my life and
see also how each phase prepared
me for the next. Once I started living
with my father, I gradually recovered from the effects of a chronically
traumatic family life. While attempting to be a decent parent and
a good student, I had a lot of catching up to do on my own childhood.
After high school,I started taking a
few classes at the local junior college. I worked nights as a waitress
and felt pretty good about how my
life was going.
In spite of all these achevements, there were emotional issues
that needed to be addressed. One
invoIved the risks of having a relatiunshp with a man. I worked lung
hours and studied hard at school in
order to keep busy enough so that I
could avoid the question. There
were practical problems, too. It was
hard for a boy my age to ask me out
Thresholds in Education

because I had a three-yearald child.
Any seventeen-year-old could easily imagine what it would be like for
his prom date to be a mother with a
three year old chtld at home! Needless to say, I didn't have a lot of
offers.
Then it happened. For the second time in my life, 1 felt love for
another individual. I felt it the moment I saw him. (Later he told me
that he did too!) What attracted me
most about this man were the qualities of character that he possessed.
He was strong, bold, honest, and
kmd. He had the manner of a gentleman and the innocence of a chld.
From the ~nomentwe met, we both
understood that we were meant to
be together. At this point most people would k overjoyed and relieved, having met someone special,
but this turned out tu be the test of
all times for me.
I will always cherish the memories oi datirlg my husband. Corning
horn the background that I had had,
I learned that sex was something
that people just did whenever they
wanted to. To me i t was a sign of

acceptance to have sex with a man.
After our first few dates, I started to
feel insecure because this man did
not appear to be interested in having sex with me. Didn't he care
about me? I worked extra hard in
seeking the only form of acceptance
I had known, but he still remained
unmoved. I finally came right out
and asked if there was a problem.
He answered simply that he respected me too much to have sex
before we were married. This was
an absolutely unique concept to me.
I felt a new security. Most of all, I
gained a tremendous sense of respect for him. With him I knew that
I was very safe. The first time my
husband and I made love was on
our honeymoon. This laid a strong
foundation of trust and respect
upon which the two of us could start
our life together. I realized t h t I
wasn't afraid to be with him in a
sexual experience. f i s was a liber31

ating step for me in healing past
scars.

Telling the Secrets
I was eighteen when we married. My husband was four years

older and from a "good" family.
fight from the start, my sun and I
were unconditionally accepted by
h s parents, brother, and sister. They
knew that their son and brother
loved me and that I loved him. Unfortunately however, I still lived
with shame. Neither my husbmci
nor h s family had the slightest idea
about my
Even though I was
surrounded by loving, decent people who accepted me as one of their
own, I was terrified. I felt so ignorant and uncuttured when I was
around them. I had to constantly
watch others to lcarn how to act,
how to speak, how to eat. We would
all go out to a restaurant together
and I would panic hcause I
couldn't pronounce half of the items
on the menu.
One day, my mother-in-law
casually asked me why I almost always ordered fried chcken. I lied
thd; chicken was one of my very
personal favorites and that I had recrntly teamed how healthy a food it
was to eat. The truth was that I had
no idea what else to order. For the
entire Arst year of my marriage, 1
flew by the seat of my pants! I would
watch to see what piece of silverware I was to use with what entree.
I would notice that my sister-in-law
and mother-in-law wore black dress
shoes more in the winter than in the
summer. When we stayed at their
house, I would look under the bedspread to see how she tucked in the
sheets. When my mother-in-law
walked across a room I literally got
chills down my spine. To me she
was a picture of grace and decency.
She was everything I wasn't. She
was slow to anger and quick to love,
always overlook in^ my lack of refinement and culture. -Only after a
32

long while did I understand that no
matter what, these incredible people would always love me and respect me, not fo; whu I used to be,
but for who I now was. My husband
and I were to face many problems to
work out, but as time went on, he
stayed persistent and hopeful.
My husband's mother and sister were both teachers, so they encouraged me to go on for a major in
teaching. This I did, earning a
Bachelors Degree in Special Education. My senior student teaching experience took place in the same high
school I had attended when I w a
pregnant! (Only two people recognized me.) By ths time we had already had a little girl and were expecting mother baby. I was grateful
to finish my degree because I desired so deeply to reach out to students in need through teaching.
Today, at hventy-eight years
old, I have been teaching for four
years at a junior high school. My
husband and I have k e n married
for ten years. Within the past three
years, I have been able to share w ~ t h
my husband all that happened to
me as a chld. An opportunity arose
to also share my experience with my
husband's parents. One day we
went boating and my father-in-law
was shocked to see the scars on my
back My in-laws continue to be a
rich support for me. Besides teaching tull time and raising three children (my son is now 14 and he is
truly a g f t to our lives!), I am finishing up a Master's Degree in Educational Psychologv.
My father has since remarried
and has moved out of state. He and
his wife are doing well! I am so
happy for them. However, both of
my brothers h a v efallen into using
drugs and akohal and they have
been in a great deal of bouble with
the law. Currently, I have little or no
contact with my mother or brothers,
but I keep in touch with my father
and stepmother.
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Story as a Witness to

S~~ival
I have come to feel that the story
of my life is a gift to be shared. This
is my primar). motivation for sharing these experiences in written
form.Very few people I know have
any idea about my background, for
I don't openly share past or present
private experiences. Only when
there is a need do I feelled to discuss
my experiences with othrr people.
As an educator, my background
often enables me to see "ludden"
factors and pick up on manipulative
and covering up techn~ques that
children use in their struggle to survive a life filled with abuse and lack.
It is my f i r m belief that as educators
we need to help these children forge
positive goals and to focus on their
futures, rather than to focus only on
the injuries trom their pasts. Yet we
must be able tu confront the reality
of these pasts and help chldren develop and tell their own trurr stories.
Valuing each child as a11 individual
who has feelings and fears allows
teachers to look ahead with the child
to a successful, productive future.
We truly never know how n life may
be changed by our actions. Resilience has always h c n part of my
character, coinbined with a strong
desire to do what is good. These
factors, coupled with divine unfolding, have led me to ths point in my
life. I fully realizc! that I have a long
way yet t o travel, but it is with a
Jeep understanding of who 1 am
and what I believe in that continues
to guide my rich path of challenges
and peace. I trust that this first attempt to put my experiences into
words will move forth and aid those
who are in need, guide those who
seek to help, and inspire those who
are searching. I have never furgotten that it was an encouraging response frtlm one teacher that
warded off total despair.
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P r m n g T e a c hfm Moral Issues
Denise H. Daniels, Marian Plant, Deborah Kalkrmm, Dennis
Czerny, Northern Illinois University

Abstract
ypical moral issues faced
by teachers, a5 well as
methods of preparing
teachers for handling
them, were investigated. Thirty-one
teachers from elementary, middle,
and high schools completed surveys
requesting informaiiot~ about the
types of moral situations that teachers and students typically encounter, and how teacher education programs should prepare new teachers
for dealing with such encounters.
Consistent with prior research, the
results indicated that teachers frequently encounter a variety of
moral situationsinvolving students,
parents, and other teachers, and that
the nature of these situations often
varies with grade level. The results
also suggested that teachers often
feel unprepared for making moral
decisions, and would benefit from
exposure to and guidance in handling common, authentic moral Jilemmas in their professional ed ucation programs. Recommendations
for incorporating use of case studies
in teacher education programs are
discussed.

T

Introduction
Teachers encounter moral issues frequently in their roles. For
example, teachers in our educational psychology courses often report wondering what they should
da when students cheat or engage in
risky activities, colleagues display
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unprofessional khavior, or parents
demand inappropriate 'insbuction
for children. Teachers report resolving such d i l e m ~ a son their own
without knowing where to turn t o
for guidance or assistance, and feeling uneasy about their decisions.
This state of affairs led us to review
studies on ethical dilemmas in the
classrootq to search for guidehes
and resources for teachers on how to
deal with these dilemmas, and to
examine ways in whlih teacher education programs prepare teachers in
this area. We also conducted our
own study of teachers' encounters
with moral situations. This article
presents the results of our prelinunary investigation.

Defining Moral
Situations
As will be shown, teachers encounter daily situations which pose
ethical dilemmas. (More often than
not the terms "ethical dilemmas"
and "moral cordticts," are used interchangeably in the literame and
research on moral issues in the classroom.) Moral philosophers and
educators propose that moral conflicts or ethical dilemmas involve
t h r e components: rules or values in
conflict, confusion about the relevant questions to be asked about a
unique circumstance, and problems
identitying foreseeable effects and
viable alternatives (e.g., Nash,
1991).Teachers encounter rnara!. dilemmas when they have to make
choices between conflicting values,
such as between being caring or
truthful (Oser & Althot, 1994). Oser
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and Althuf describe a prototypical
example: A teacher questions
whether she should be truthful and
tell a prospective employer about
her suspicions regarding a student's
low abilities, or demonstrate care by
providing GI recornendatinn for
what may be the student's only opportunity for good employment. To
resolve this diIernrna, the teacher
must balance morat considerations,
as well as imagine the consequences
of possible decisions. Tivnan (1995)
dewribes this process as having a "...
continuing contvrsntion a b u t how
we can krep from stomping on one
another's special projects of self-improvement" (p. 258).Moral dilemmas for teachers, then, often involve
internal (and sometjmes external)
conversations about what to do
when one student's "self-improvement project" interferes with others'
lives. Teachers often feel extremely
frustrated and helpless during ths
resolution process, and guilty about
their decisions afterward (Tibbins,
Tobin, & Hook, 1994).
As mentioned above, many
educational researchers estimate
that teachers encounter these f r u s
trating moral dilemmas on a daily
basis (e.g.,Chang, 1994; Clark, 1990;
Damon, 1992; Lyons, 1990; Oser,
1994; Strike, 1990; Thomas, 1990).
R e i r frequent occurrence may k
explained by what educational phlosophei+sdescribe as the inherent
nature of the teaching role o r the
moral dimension of teaching (e.g.,
see Goodlad, Soder & Sirotnik,
1990). Teachers have the authority
to choose how to direct many aspects of chldren's lives (e.g., Clark,
1990). Because teachers are in posi33

tio~wof responsibility for vulnrrable children, they must constantly
rnake moral decisions. Strike and
Saltis (2992) report that teachers
make at least four kinds of moral
decisions every day. They decide
how to assign grades, allocate time
and resources to students,discipline
students, and negotiate educational
matters with others holding different points of view (e.g.,parents, students, adminjstrators, board members). These decisions often present
moral dilemmas because they involve conflicts &tween values and
individuals' "special projects of selfimprovemcnt."
Unfortunately, teacher education progr~inlsin the United States
generally do tlut prepare teachers to
identify or resolve such moral dilemmas (e.g., Chang, 1994; Clark,
1995; Kennedy, 1990; Strike, 1990).
For example, the Illinois Board of
Education does not require instruction in this area for teacher certification and has no immediate plans to
do so (S. Richardson, personal communication, February 9, 1996). The
degree to which etlucs is incorporated in teacher education programs varies considerably across
universiti~sin Illi~lois.This conclusion is based on our own informal
survey of the fourteen largest universities in Illinois (with student
populations over 9000). We asked
representatives from teacher certificcltion programs at these universities whether discussion nf ethics
was included in required and elective courses. We found that although none of the universities required a separate course in ethics,
eight (of the fourteen contacted) had
elected to infuse discussion of ethics
into at least one required course for
preservice teachers. Ethcs was usually incorporated into Foundations
of Education or Introduction to Student Teaching courses.Some ot the
administrators expressed interest in
incorporating discussion of ethics
into their teacher preparation programs in the future.

inc~xpuratediscussion of real case
studies of moral dilemmas into professional preparation courses. Sevtion programs, where do teachers
turn for guidance? They might coneral authors argue that instruction
sult rtlucal codes of teaching, such
in general concepts of ethics and
as the codes established by the Namorality do not prepare teachers for
tional Education Association in
dealing with moral dilemmas in
1975. The NEA Code of Ethics detheir professional work, partly belinea tes how teachers should fulfill
cause it is difficult to relate these
their obligations to students and to
concepts to concrete or specific situthe profession, through mandates
ations (e.g., Clark, 19%); Strike,
such as, ". . . the educator shall not
1990).What teachers need is tht. pruunreasonably deny the student accedural knowledge on how t c ~hancess to varying points of view" and
dle authentic moral ~coblems.
Howe (1986) suggested that after
" ...the educator shall not intentiontaking courses in ethics, prcservice
ally expose the stud~ntto embarrassment or disparagement" (NR- teachers should participate in semitional Education Association, 1971
nars to discuss case studies illustrat75). However, these codes are diffllng common ethical diIemmas that
cult to apply to most of the complex,
ariae in school settings. Case studies
according to Clark (1990), "illurmambiguous, moral dilemmas typically encountered by teachers (e.g.,
nate how decisions and actions that
Chang, 1994).
have serious moral implications
Educational philosophers, relook and feel in context and ... illussearchers, and practitioners have retrate the power and value of
thoughtful tcachcrs who take the
cently cried (again) for sociomoral
time and invest the energy to d o the
education in teacher preparation
right thing" (p. 252).
programs ( k c Rest and Navarez,
1994; Goodlad, 1990; and Oser, 1994
Siiice case studies should 111~1r m n a t ~authentic
~
experiences, we
tor reviews). For example, Goodlad
( 1990) exclaims,
need to idcntify tlie current ethical
dilemmns tlwt teachers rcbylarly
I t is possible - indeed,
face. Following is a report of a prclikely - that college stuliminary stucly vxamining teachers'
dents will go through
descriptions of moral situatirms
their general education retypicaliy encountered in schools.
quirements and academic
Teachers also suggested how
majors, perhaps to the
teacher education programs might
level of a master's degrw,
prepare preservice teachers for
without even thinking
dealing with moral situations.
about !moral issues]. But
Based on prior research studies on
it is intolerable fur future
ethcal dilemmas in teaching, and
teachers to retm~inignoon our own work with teaclwrs, wc.
rant and unconcerned.
hypothesized that:
And so their professional
1. Teachers would report frequent
education must ensure the
encounters
with many different
necessary loss of innotypes of moral dilemmas.
cence. (p. 22)
2. The types of moral situations rcWhat can teacher educators do
ported would vary accorciing to
to help prepare teachers to make
grade level.
wise, ethical decisions? There are
3. Teachers would rcpc~rtneeding
several proposals for incorporating
better preparation for making
moraI decision-making into the
moral decisions, and would target
teacher education curriculum. (Sx
improvements in teacher
Oser, 1994, for a review). One is to
Since moral issues are not al-

ways addressed in teacher educa-
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